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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with a central aspect of computer vision, the object
matching problem. In object matching the aim is to detect and precisely localize instances of a known object class in a novel image. Factors complicating the
problem include the internal variability of object classes and external factors such
as rotation, occlusion, and scale changes. In this thesis, the problem is approached
from the feature-based point of view, in which objects are considered to consist of
certain pertinent features, which are then located in the perceived image.
The methodological framework applied in this thesis is probabilistic Bayesian
inference. Bayesian inference is a branch of statistics which assigns a great role to
the mathematical modeling of uncertainty. After describing the basics of Bayesian
statistics the object matching problem problem is formulated as a Bayesian probability model and it is shown how certain necessary sampling algorithms can be
applied to analyze the resulting probability distributions.
The Bayesian approach to the problem partitions it naturally into two submodels; a feature appearance model and an object shape model. In this thesis, feature
appearance is modeled statistically via a type of bandpass filters known as Gabor
filters, whereas two different shape models are presented: a simpler hierarchical
model with uncorrelated feature location variations, and a full covariance model
containing the interdependeces of the features. Furthermore, a novel model for
the dynamics of object shape changes is introduced.
The most important contributions of this thesis are the proposed extensions
to the basic matching model. It is demonstrated how it is very straightforward to
adjust the Bayesian probability model when difficulties such as scale changes, occlusions and multiple object instances arise. The changes required to the sampling
algorithms and their applicability to the changed conditions are also discussed.
The matching performance of the proposed system is tested with different
datasets, and capabilities of the extended model in adverse conditions are demonstrated. The results indicate that the proposed model is a viable alternative to
object matching, with performance equal or superior to existing approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The human vision system is the most sophisticated object recognition system
known. Humans have no difficulties in interpreting scenes containing tens or even
hundreds of objects of different sizes, shapes and poses. One of the major aims
in the field of computer vision is to produce an artificial vision system capable of
replicating the recognition abilities of human vision. The subject is an extensively
researched one, and promising results have been obtained in the last few decades.
However, the goal of emulating the human vision system still seems rather distant, which is because of the difficulty of the problem; as illustrated in Figure 1.1,
the computer representation of images is very different from the human visual
experience.
This thesis concerns itself with one aspect of the object recognition problem,
namely the detection and matching of objects, where matching means the precise
location of an object and its interesting visual landmarks. Object matching is a
natural precursor to actual object recognition - for example, in order to recognize
a person from an image, the person-specific features which make the recognition
possible must first be located.
The general object matching problem can be phrased as follows: Given a set
of examples of an object class, learn the fiducial properties of the class and use
them to locate instances of the object class in a novel image. The difficulty of
the problem is directly related to the internal variability of the object class. Other
factors complicating the situation are varying scale and orientation of the objects
and the possibility of occlusion. A complete solution to the problem should also
be able to cope with multiple object classes.
Prominent approaches to the object matching problem include simple methods
such as template matching, edge and corner point matching, and contour matching, as well as more complex systems such as Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
(EBGM) (Wiskott et al., 1997) and Active Shape and Appearance (AAM) models
(Cootes et al., 1995) (Cootes et al., 2001). A common theme in most of these is
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Figure 1.1: Human and machine perception of a scene. For a human, it is easy to almost
instantly locate and recognize the objects contained in the image on the left. However, the
computer representation of an image is simply a matrix of numbers - depicted on the right
are the values of one color component in a part of the image on the left. These numbers
must be interpreted via computer vision methods to obtain a meaningful description of
the scene.

that objects are represented as a combination of visual features and a some kind
of shape model which links the locations of the features together.
As opposed to traditional solutions, in this thesis the problem is approached
from a probabilistic Bayesian point of view. The Bayesian framework provides a
natural way to join the appearance and shape models; furthermore, the Bayesian
approach makes it possible to address some of the challenges of object matching
in a very straightforward fashion. Also, a prominent view in the field of vision
science and neurobiology holds that the human visual system employs Bayesianlike inference in its visual processing as well (Kersten and Yuille, 2003) (Lee and
Mumford, 2003).
The aims of this thesis are to present a solution to the object matching problem
and some related subproblems based on the Bayesian formulation of the problem
and to analyze the capabilities of such a solution. The proposed approach contains
both novel models for the parts of the problem as well as methodological advances
in applying the models.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains an introduction to
Bayesian probability theory and related concepts. Since the analysis of complex Bayesian models often requires numerical sampling methods such as Markov
chain Monte Carlo and sequential Monte Carlo, these are be discussed as well.

11
The chapter concludes by formulating the object matching problem in Bayesian
terms. The main contributions here are the analysis of the various sampling methods as well as to some extent the Bayesian formulation of the feature-based object
matching problem and the very use of sequential Monte Carlo in a static problem.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to models of visual appearance. Prominent existing
approaches to modeling the appearance of visual features are described, alongside
the novel statistical models proposed in this work. Additionally, more holistic
appearance models are discussed. The main contribution is the Gabor-filter based
feature appearance model, especially its statistical nature.
Chapter 4 concentrates on models of object shape. The discussion proceeds
from simpler ad hoc models to more rigorous statistical models. In the final part of
the chapter, a novel dynamical model for facial expression modeling is described.
Here the contributions are the hierachical graph prior and the Bayesian approach
to the estimation of the full covariance prior alongside the facial expression model.
Chapter 5 extends the basic matching model. Traditional problems in object
matching such as scale-invariance, occlusion, and multiresolution matching are
addressed by modifying the matching model accordingly. The chapter clearly
demonstrates the power of the Bayesian approach: to accommodate for changes
in the matching environment, it is sufficient to adjust the probability model. The
whole chapter consists of novel contributions and can be considered the most
significant part of this thesis.
Chapter 6 applies the results of the previous chapters to actual matching problems and compares them to state-of-the-art published approaches. It is shown that
the proposed system is able to match objects with equal or greater accuracy as
previous approaches, also in very adverse matching conditions.
Finally, Chapter 7 reviews the proposed models and methods and concludes
the work.

Chapter 2

The Bayesian approach to object
matching
2.1 Introduction

Bayesian probability theory derives its name from Reverend Thomas Bayes, who
is credited with discovering Bayes’ theorem, the cornerstone of Bayesian statistical analysis. Bayesian theory is based on the notion of subjective probability,
which means that each observer measures probability according to his or her prior
beliefs and his or her observations of past events. This differs radically from
the definition used in traditional or frequentist statistics, where probability is defined as the limit of favorable results in a random test when the number of tests
approaches infinity. Another fundamental difference between the Bayesian and
frequentist approaches is that in Bayesian analysis there are no fundamental differences between the parameters of a model and the observable quantities - all are
considered random variables. This is one of the main advantages of the Bayesian
point of view, as it makes it very straightforward to express uncertainty mathematically.
This chapter describes the principles of Bayesian statistical inference as well
as the sampling methods required in the analysis of complicated Bayesian models, and ends by representing the object matching problem in Bayesian terms.
For a more general treatment of Bayesian data analysis, the reader is referred to
(Gelman et al., 2004) and (Bernardo and Smith, 1994).
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2.2 Bayesian inference
2.2.1

Bayes’ theorem

In Bayesian inference, all observable and unobservable quantities are considered
random variables. If the observable quantities or the data are denoted with D, the
unobservable quantities or the model parameters with θ, and the implicit model
assumptions such as distribution choices with M, the most general representation
of any statistical inference problem is the joint distribution
p(D, θ, M).

(2.1)

In principle it is possible to compute the probability distributions of the model
parameters for any model and any data from this distribution. Usually only one
model is examined at a time, and hence the joint distribution
p(D, θ|M)

(2.2)

is considered. Using the rule of conditional probabilities, this can be written as
p(D, θ|M) = p(D|θ, M) p(θ|M),

(2.3)

and by conditioning the left side on the data, Bayes’ theorem is obtained:
p(θ|D, M) =

p(D|θ, M) p(θ|M)
.
p(D|M)

(2.4)

The left side of Eq. 2.4 is the posterior probability distribution of the model parameters given the data. On the right-hand side, p(D|θ, M) is the likelihood of
the data, which measures the probability of observing the data given a set of parameter values. p(θ|M) is theRprior distribution of the parameter values before the
data is observed. p(D|M) = p(D|θ, M) p(θ|M)dθ is the marginal distribution
of the data given the model, also called the evidence of the model. This term
measures the probability of the data under model M over all possible parameter
values. Since often the interest lies only on the parameters, this term can be left
out to produce the unnormalized posterior distribution
p(θ|D, M) ∝ p(D|θ, M) p(θ|M).

2.2.2

(2.5)

Posterior analysis and prediction

The posterior distribution contains all information that can be inferred about the
values of the parameters given the data and the observer’s prior beliefs. If a point
estimate is required, it can be computed from the posterior distribution. Tradi-

2.2 Bayesian inference
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tional point estimates include the maximum of the distribution (Maximum A Posteriori, or the MAP estimate), the posterior mean and the posterior median. Also,
credible intervals, the counterpart of Bayesian analysis to the traditional confidence intervals, can be computed and hypothesis testing performed by analyzing
the posterior distribution.
Besides analyzing the observed data, statistical inference often tries to predict the future. In Bayesian analysis this is straightforward: if the data generating
process p(y|θ, M) is known, the posterior predictive distribution of a new observation can be computed as
Z
p(y|D, M) =
p(y|θ, M) p(θ|D, M)dθ.
(2.6)
Similarly, if there are no observations, the prior predictive distribution is obtained
from
Z
p(y|M) =
p(y|θ, M) p(θ|M)dθ.
(2.7)

2.2.3

Hierarchical models

In many kinds of problems it is useful to include some kind of parameter hierarchy
in the model. For example, it might be known that some low level parameters θ
come from a common superpopulation, or the uncertainty about the model parameters might be so great that not even the parameters of their prior distributions can
be assigned fixed values. In this case the model includes parameters ξ whose values are not interesting as such. Instead of analyzing the full posterior distribution
p(θ, ξ |D, M), the marginal posterior distribution is examined:
Z
p(θ|D, M) =
p(θ, ξ |D, M)dξ.
(2.8)
The process of integrating over the uninteresting or nuisance parameters is called
marginalization. In this fashion it is possible to construct hierarchical models, in
which the parameters of the model are also assigned their own priors:
Z
Z
p(θ|D, M) =
p(θ, ξ |D, M)dξ ∝
p(D|θ, ξ, M) p(θ|ξ, M) p(ξ |M)dξ.

(2.9)
Because of the complexity of hierarchical models, it is often impossible to analyze them in closed form. Instead, sampling methods are required, which will be
discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.3 Sampling methods
Analysis of Bayesian statistical models often require the evaluation of multidimensional integrals. Examples are the normalization integral
Z
p(D|M) =
p(D|θ, M) p(θ|M)dθ,
(2.10)
the posterior mean
E[ p(θ|D, M)] =

Z

θ p(θ|D, M)dθ,

(2.11)

or any of the marginalization integrals described in Section 2.2.3. Difficulties tend
to arise if the model contains any other than the most basic probability distributions, as the posterior can not be analyzed in closed form. Although it is possible
to approximate posterior distributions with Gaussians by computing the mode and
the Hessian at the mode of the posterior distribution (Gelman et al., 2004), this approach fails if the posterior is multimodal. Another possibility is to use traditional
numerical integration methods, but these become too heavy computationally in
high-dimensional problems. The two main solutions to the problem are Variational Bayes methods (Ghahramani and Beal, 2001), which seek to approximate
the posterior analytically with a family of simpler distributions, and algorithms
that sample from the posterior numerically. In this thesis, the sampling-based
approach is adopted.
In low-dimensional problems it is often possible to sample directly from the
posterior via the inverse cdf method or its extension, the grid sampling method
(Milton and Arnold, 1995). However, as the dimensionality of the problem grows
beyond two, also these methods become unfeasible. For high-dimensional Bayesian
integrals a popular solution is to use Monte Carlo sampling algorithms.

2.3.1

Monte Carlo sampling

The aim of Monte Carlo (MC) methods is the production of samples from a
target distribution π(.), which allows the estimation of the the expected value
by using the sample mean, that is, E[ f (x)] is estimated by drawing samples
{xi , i = 1, ..., n} from π(.) and then approximating
n

E[ f (x)] ≈

1X
f (xi ).
n i=1

(2.12)

The law of large numbers (Milton and Arnold, 1995) ensures that the right-hand
side of Eq. 2.12 converges to the left-hand side with probability 1 provided that
the samples x i are independent.

2.3 Sampling methods
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The aim can also be to directly evaluate a definite integral
I =

Z

b

f (x)d x.

(2.13)

a

This is done by identifying a random variable Y with support on (a, b) and a
function g so that the expected value of g(Y ) is I :
E[g(Y )] =
=

Z

b

g(y) p(y)dy

(2.14)

f (y)dy

(2.15)

a

Z

b

a

= I,

(2.16)

i.e., the problem is to define suitable g(y) and p(y) and apply Eq. 2.12.
Thus in both cases, the actual task is to draw samples independently from a
(multidimensional) probability distribution - in fact, in many cases the samples
themselves are the object of interest instead of the estimate of the expected value.
What makes Monte Carlo methods enticing in Bayesian analysis is that in order to
apply them, it is sufficient to know the target distribution π(.) in an unnormalized
form π ∗ (.) so that π(.) = π ∗ (.)/Z , where Z is a normalization coefficient.
Traditional Monte Carlo methods include uniform sampling, rejection sampling and importance sampling (for more, see (Gentle, 1998)).
Uniform sampling
If the expected value is the only thing of interest, and the dimension of π ∗ (.) is
low, Eq. 2.12 can be evaluated using uniform sampling, in which
Ê[ f (x)] =

X
i

π ∗ (xi )
f (xi ) P ∗
,
j π (x j )

(2.17)

i.e., the samples are drawn from a uniform distribution, and the values of the
function and the corresponding distribution are computed in the sample points.
Again, if the dimension of the distribution is large, this becomes computationally
impossible as the number of samples required to preserve the accuracy of the
estimate grows exponentially with the dimension.
Rejection sampling
Uniform sampling can only be used to evaluate the expected value of a function,
i.e., no explicit samples from the target distribution are obtained. Rejection sampling is an MC algorithm that actually produces the samples, with the expected
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value computed using Eq. 2.12 if necessary. The algorithm generates the samples xi with the help of a proposal distribution Q(.) ≥ π(.), from which samples
can be drawn easily. Q(.) can for example be a uniform or Gaussian distribution,
multiplied with a constant to fulfill the condition. The samples are generated by
π(xi )
.
drawing xi from Q(.) and accepting the sample with probability P = Q(x
i)
The choice of the proposal distribution is of critical importance. If it does
not resemble the target distribution, a large multiplication constant is required to
fulfill the inequality condition, and the acceptance probability is generally low.
Thus the amount of proposed samples can become very large compared to the
number of accepted samples, which is inefficient and time-consuming.
Importance sampling
Importance sampling is an improved version of uniform sampling. It is based on
the assumption that the integral being evaluated is not nearly uniform, and thus
the variance of the estimate can be reduced by concentrating the sampling effort
on the regions where the target distribution has large values. This again requires a
proposal distribution Q ∗ (.), which is not required to be normalized. The samples
∗
i)
is assigned to each
are drawn from this distribution and a weight wi = Qπ ∗(x
(xi )
sample. The estimate of the expected value can thus be calculated as
P
wi f (xi )
Ê[ f (x)] = iP
.
(2.18)
i wi

Importance sampling suffers from the fact that if the proposal distribution
does not resemble the target distribution very closely, in multidimensional problems there most probably are areas such that π ∗ >> Q ∗ . Thus samples drawn
from these regions have very large weights, causing the estimate to be dominated
mainly by them, which in turn leads to large variance. However, with a good proposal distribution importance sampling works very well, and even with an inadequate proposal distribution it outperforms uniform sampling in almost all cases.
Furthermore, by performing importance resampling, that is, by sampling from x i
according to the importance weights, it is possible to obtain actual samples from
the target distribution. Importance resampling is a crucial part of most sequential
Monte Carlo algorithms, described in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.2

Markov chain Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo sampling algorithms presented in Section 2.3.1 generate, at least
in theory, independent samples x i . Especially with multidimensional distributions
they can be quite inefficient. Fortunately, it turns out that the samples x i need
not necessarily be independent - they can be generated through any process which
draws samples through the support of π(.) in correct proportions. One way of
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doing this is to draw the samples with the help of a Markov chain (Brzezniak and
Zastawniak, 1999). This is the essence of Markov chain Monte Carlo (or MCMC)
methods.
Subject to regularity conditions, a Markov chain will gradually “forget” its
initial state x 0 and converge to a unique stationary distribution, denoted φ(.), that
is independent of both t and x 0 . As t increases, the samples from the chain {x t }
will look increasingly like samples from φ(.). Thus the samples x i from π(.) can
be generated by constructing a Markov chain with π(.) as its stationary distribution and letting the chain run sufficiently long so that the convergence is sufficient.
What exactly is meant by “sufficient” is the topic in the field called convergence
diagnostics. See (Gilks et al., 1996) for information on this, as well as on other
topics pertaining to MCMC.

The Metropolis and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms
The principal differences between the various MCMC algorithms result from how
the state of the chain is updated. The first MCMC algorithm, the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953), utilizes a proposal distribution p(.|.) to sample
a candidate x ∗ for the next state. In the traditional Metropolis algorithm this proposal distribution is required to be symmetric, i.e., p(x ∗ |x t ) = p(x t |x ∗ ). The state
transition x t+1 = x ∗ is accepted with probability


π ∗ (x ∗ )
.
(2.19)
p = min 1, ∗
π (x t )
If the transition is not accepted, the state is unchanged, i.e., x t+1 = x t . The
transition kernel of the underlying Markov chain thus consists of the proposal
distribution and the acceptance probability parts. From Eq. 2.19 it can be seen
that if the probability of the new state is higher than that of the old state according
to π(.), the state is always switched, and if the new state is less probable, the state
is switched sometimes anyway. Figure 2.1 illustrates Metropolis sampling.
The remarkable thing about the Metropolis algorithm is that regardless of the
shape of the proposal distribution p(.|.) the resulting stationary distribution of the
chain will be π(.) (Gilks et al., 1996). However, the relationship between π(.)
and p(.|.) will crucially affect the convergence speed, as well as mixing, i.e., the
inter-distribution movement once the chain has converged. For continuous variables a multivariate Gaussian distribution usually works quite well as a proposal
distribution.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is a generalization of the standard Metropolis algorithm (Hastings, 1970). The difference is that in Metropolis-Hastings the
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Figure 2.1: An example of Metropolis sampling. The image on the left shows the contours of a Gaussian density function and the image on the right shows the samples drawn
by the Metropolis algorithm. The lines depict the moves of the algorithm; that is, the
samples are located at the corner points of the curve.

proposal distribution may be asymmetric, leading to the acceptance probability


π ∗ (x ∗ ) p(x t |x ∗ )
p = min 1, ∗
.
(2.20)
π (x t ) p(x ∗ |xt )
Note that the basic Metropolis algorithm follows from this as the special case with
the symmetric proposal distribution p(x t |x ∗ ) = p(x ∗ |x t ). A special case is singlecomponent Metropolis-Hastings, in which the state vector is divided into updating
blocks {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x h }, and the blocks are updated sequentially, but not necessarily
in numerical order, using Metropolis-Hastings. The candidate state is generated
from the proposal distribution pi (xi∗ |xi , x \i ) where xi is the state of the ith block at
time step t and x \i is the whole state vector with components 1, 2, ..., i −1 already
updated. Each component thus has its own proposal distribution p i which may
depend on the current values of the components of x. The acceptance probability
of the candidate is


π ∗ (x ∗ |x\i ) pi (xi |xi∗ , x \i )
p = min 1, ∗ i
.
(2.21)
π (xi |x \i ) pi (xi∗ |xi , x \i )
The Gibbs sampling algorithm
Gibbs sampling is alongside Metropolis-Hastings the most widely used MCMC
algorithm in statistical applications (Geman and Geman, 1984), (Gelfand and
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Smith, 1990). Gibbs sampling is a special case of single-component MetropolisHastings, in which the proposal distribution for updating the i th component of the
state vector is
pi (xi∗ |xi , x \i ) = π ∗ (xi∗ |x \i ),
(2.22)
the full conditional distribution of the ith component given all the other components x \i . It can be seen by inserting this into Eq. 2.21 that this choice leads
to the acceptance probability always being 1; that is, Gibbs sampler candidates
are always accepted. Thus Gibbs sampling updates the components simply by
sampling from their corresponding full conditional distributions, one at a time.
Naturally, this requires that the conditional distributions can be formed, which
can be considerably harder than simply defining the joint posterior distribution as
in Metropolis, and can limit the applicability of the algorithm. Again it should
be noted that the components are not required to be updated in numerical order.
Moreover, even not all components need to be updated in each iteration. Gibbs
sampling is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: An example of Gibbs sampling. The image on the left shows the contours of
a Gaussian density function and the image on the right shows the samples drawn by the
Gibbs sampling algorithm. Again, the lines depict the moves and the samples are located
at the corner points.

2.3.3

Sequential Monte Carlo

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, or particle filters are a relatively novel
tool in Bayesian inference (Gordon et al., 1993) (Doucet et al., 2001) that can
be considered as the Bayesian extension of the widely-used Kalman filter (Welch
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and Bishop, 1997). Sequential Monte Carlo is based on the notion of representing
the probability mass of the posterior as a set of weighted samples, or particles, so
that the samples are updated in a sequential fashion. A typical application is the
tracking of a moving object, in which the samples represent the posterior of the
current location of the object, and updating occurs as new measurements of the
location of the object are obtained. SMC methods can also be used for evaluating static posteriors - Chopin (2002) does this to achieve time savings, Ridgeway
and Madigan (2003) employ the method to make the analysis of massive datasets
possible, and Pérez et al. (2001) use SMC for segmentation and road extraction in
still images. In all of the above examples, the static problem is transformed into
a type of tracking problem in which the data is processed sequentially. A different approach is proposed in this thesis: the amount of data does not change, and
the parameters are updated sequentially. In tracking terms, this corresponds to the
smoothing problem, in which all observations are available for the inference of the
parameters. This kind of approach is very natural to the object matching problem,
as will be described in Section 2.4. Previously, a similar SMC approach to sampling from static distributions in an object matching problem has been presented
by Zhang et al. (2004).
In sequential Monte Carlo, the target posterior distribution is represented as
a weighted set of n particles (xit , wti ) where t is the time step, xit are the particles
containing the parameter values, and wti the weights. As in any sampling-based
approach, all posterior inference is carried out using the particles; for example,
the posterior mean of the parameter of interest θt at time step t can be computed
as
P i i
wx
(2.23)
Ê[θt ] = Pi t i t .
i wt
At each time step, a previously unsampled component x ti of xit is updated as in
importance sampling (Section 2.3.1) by drawing it from a proposal distribution
xti ∼ qt (x|.), and the other components of xit , i.e., xit−1 are assumed to stay unchanged. The weights are then updated by computing the ratio of the target posterior distribution and the joint proposal distribution, including xit−1 , at the sampled
point (Robert and Casella, 2004):
i
wti = wt−1

p(D|x ti ) p(x ti |xit−1 )
p(xit |D)
i
∝
w
,
t−1
p(xit−1 |D)qt (x ti |.)
qt (x ti |.)

(2.24)

that is, the posterior density of the previously unsampled component is divided
by its proposal density. In applications such as tracking, where also new data y t
arrives at each time step, the term p(D|x ti ) becomes p(yt |x ti ), as the data points
are assumed independent given xt−1 . When all particles have been updated, a
resampling step according to the particle weights may be performed so that the
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weights do not degenerate to a few non-zero ones (Robert and Casella, 2004).
After resampling all particle weights are set to 1/n. This is the basic form of the
sequential importance resampling (SIR) algorithm, illustrated in Figure 2.3. Note
that in SIR the proposal distribution can be of any form, as long as it is included
correctly in the weight update equation.
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Figure 2.3: An example of sequential sampling. The image on the left shows the contours
of a Gaussian density function, the center image shows the result of drawing the first
parameter from its marginal distribution and the second from its conditional distribution,
and the image on the right shows the particles after resampling. The target Gaussian
distribution is assumed to be the product of identical prior and likelihood parts.

The first steps of an SMC simulation can be somewhat problematic. It is
not possible to use Eq. 2.24 to compute the weights, as there are no previously
drawn samples. One solution is to draw the first components z 1i from a marginal
distribution - either the marginal likelihood p(D|z 1i ) or the marginal prior p(x 1i ),
depending on the problem at hand, and assume that the other term is constant,
which causes all weights to be the same. In most cases, the marginal likelihood is
probably more useful, as in many cases the marginal prior can be too vague to be
of any practical benefit.
Sequential Monte Carlo has a certain undesirable characteristic: the degeneration of the distribution of previously sampled parameters (Robert and Casella,
2004). As the first parameters of the sequence are never re-simulated, due to repeated weighting and resampling the particle representation may contain just a
few or even just one value for them. In this case the posterior uncertainty of these
parameters is clearly underestimated. The problem can be averted by adding an
MCMC step to the matching process so that the previously simulated parameters
can be altered. However, with multidimensional posteriors this is very expensive
computationally, and in practice using a large enough number of particles often
sidesteps the problem.
As a side note, it can be mentioned that according to Lee and Mumford (2003),
there is evidence that the human brain utilizises methods similar to particle fil-
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tering in its visual processing, which is an additional incentive to use SMC in
computer vision.

2.3.4

Nonparametric belief propagation

Nonparametric belief propagation (NBP)is a recently proposed algorithm for estimating the parameters of a graphical model (Sudderth et al., 2003). Another slight
variation is the PAMPAS algorithm (Isard, 2003). As NBP has received much attention in the computer vision community since its introduction, the algorithm is
outlined here briefly.
An undirected graph is defined as a set of nodes V and edges E . The neighborhood of a node s is defined as 0(s) = {v|(s, v) ∈ E } and each node is associated
with a hidden variable x s and an observation ys . The joint probability density of
the graph is
Y
1 Y
p(x, y) =
ψs,v (x s , x v )
ψs (x s , ys ),
(2.25)
Z (s,v)∈E
s∈V
where x and y denote the sets of all hidden variables and observations, Z is a normalization constant, ψs,v (x s , x v ) is the pairwise compatibility potential between
nodes s and t, and ψs (x s , ys ) is the local observation potential for node s. These
correspond to the prior and likelihood parts in the standard Bayesian formulation
of an inference problem. The aim of the model is to estimate the local conditional
marginal posteriors p(x s |y).
If the graph is acyclic or tree-structured, it is possible to compute the posteriors p(x s |y) directly with a local message-passing algorithm known as belief
propagation (BP) (Yedidia et al., 2004). At iteration t of the BP algorithm each
node v computes messages m tvs (x s ) to be passed to its neighbors x s :
Z
Y
t
m vs (x s ) = α ψs,v (x s , x v )ψv (x v , yv ) ×
m t−1
(2.26)
uv (x v )d x v ,
u∈0(v)\s

where α is a proportionality constant. That is, each node multiplies the messages
passed to it, adjusts the product with the local observation, and passes the resulting message to its neighbors according to the pairwise potentials so that the
uncertainty about the value of the variable x v is integrated out. The marginal
posteriors p(x s |y) can be estimated at any iteration by combining the incoming
messages with the observation potential:
Y
p̂ t (x s |y) = αψx (x s , ys )
m tvs (x s ).
(2.27)
v∈0(s)

For an acyclic or tree-structured graph, these estimates will converge to the true
posteriors once the messages from each node have propagated to every other node
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of the graph.
If the graph contains cycles, the estimates p̂ t (x s |y) will not generally converge
to the correct posteriors, because the statistical dependencies of the messages are
not properly taken into account. However, in many applications the loopy BP
algorithm still achieves good empirical results (Murphy et al., 1999) (Frey et al.,
2001). Another problem with standard belief propagation is that the integral of Eq.
2.26 becomes intractable if any of the messages or potentials are of non-Gaussian
form. In this case the integral must be approximated.
The BP update equation
(Eq. 2.26) can be decomposed into two stages. First,
Q
the message product u∈0(v)\s m t−1
uv (x v ) is combined with the local observation
potential ψv (x v , yv ) to produce the distribution of the variable x v . Second, this distribution is combined with the compatibility potential ψs,v (x s , x v ) and integrated
to produce the message sent to node x s . The nonparametric belief propagation
algorithm applies sampling to approximate theses two stages in order to produce
consistent nonparametric representations of the messages m vs (x s ). In NBP, the
messages are approximated as a mixture of M Gaussian kernels
m vs (x s ) =

M
X
i=1

ws(i) N(x s |µ(i)
s , 3s ),

(2.28)

where N(. |.) is the Gaussian density function, ws(i) is the weight associated with
the i th kernel mean µ(i)
s , and 3s is the variance or the smoothing parameter of
the kernel. If the observation potentials ψv (x v , yv ) are also represented with mixtures of Gaussians, the first stage of the BP update equation is in principle very
straightforward, as the products of Gaussian mixtures are itself Gaussian mixtures. However, in practice approximations have to be made, as the number of
mixture components grows exponentially in the number of input messages: for
d input messages of M Gaussians each, the product contains M d components.
NBP approximates the product with M independent samples. To avoid computing each of the M d component weights, the algorithm instead uses a Gibbs sampler on the kernel labels to select a single component from each of the messages,
multiplies these, and draws a sample from the product Gaussian (for details, see
(Sudderth et al., 2003)). If the observation potentials are not mixtures of Gaussians but instead an analytic function f (x), the Gibbs sampler can still be utilized
via importance sampling: the weights associated with the components are scaled
with the observation potential at each kernel’s center, after which an importance
weight f (x̂)/ f (µ̄), where µ̄ is the center of the product Gaussian, is assigned to
the sampled particle x̂.
In the second stage of the BP update equation, the result of the first stage
is combined with the compatibility potential ψs,v (x s , x v ) and integrated to produce the outbound message. This requires that the marginal influence of the pair-
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wise potential on x v must be separated from the conditional relationships between
xv and x s . The marginal influence function ζ (x v ) is obtained by integration:
Z
ζ (x v ) = ψs,v (x s , x v )d x s .
(2.29)
In NBP, this function is incorporated
Q into the Gibbs sampler so that the first stage
product becomes ζ (x v )ψv (x v , yv ) u m uv (x v ). If the potential is not a Gaussian
mixture, importance sampling and symbolic or numeric integration may be required. To complete the integration, the samples x v(i) obtained by the Gibbs sampler are propagated to node x s by sampling
(i)
m (i)
vs (x s ) ∼ ψs,v (x s , x v ),

(2.30)

which may require importance sampling or MCMC depending on the functional
form of ψs,v (x s , x v ). Finally, to produce the nonparametric density estimate for
the message, a Gaussian kernel with a suitable width is placed at each sample
m (i)
vs . The main difference between the PAMPAS algorithm (Isard, 2003) and NBP
is that in PAMPAS, the final sampling and kernel placing step is omitted. Instead,
the interaction potentials are assumed to be mixtures of just a few Gaussians and
the message estimate is formed simply as
M
1 X
ψs,v (x s , x v(i) ).
m̂ vs (x s ) =
M i=1

(2.31)

The additional kernel placement leads to variance estimates that are biased upwards of their true values; however, it allows more general compatibility potentials that are not necessarily mixtures of Gaussians.

2.3.5

Comparison of the sampling methods

The results of this section have previously been discussed in (Tamminen and
Lampinen, 2003b) and (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2005). The presented main
sampling methods (Metropolis, Gibbs, and SMC) differ mainly in three aspects:
the ease of use, exploration of a single mode, and performance in multimodal situations. The Metropolis algorithm is clearly the most straightforward to employ:
it only requires the joint posterior distribution of the parameters, whereas Gibbs
sampling and sequential Monte Carlo need conditional distributions - Gibbs sampling requires the full conditional distributions, SMC the distributions given the
previously sampled parameters, and additionally the marginal distributions for the
first parameter.
When considering exploration of a single mode, Gibbs is mostly superior.
The performance of Metropolis is very dependent on its proposal distribution - a
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poor choice leads to poor results. Sequential Monte Carlo is also affected by the
proposal distribution, and also suffers from the degeneration problem described
in Section 2.3.3. Gibbs sampling explores modes efficiently, and requires no
proposal distribution besides the conditional distributions. However, it has been
shown that even if the distribution is unimodal, the convergence time of Gibbs
sampling can increase exponentially with dimension - an example of this is the
witch’s hat distribution, which has a single sharp mode and a low uniform level
elsewhere (Matthews, 1993). This is a consequence of the curse of dimensionality,
as all parameters are required to have approximately correct values simultaneously
for the sampler to find the mode. Sequential Monte Carlo outperforms MCMC algorithms in such situations because it progresses from low to high dimensional
distributions instead of trying to draw all the parameters at once.
The largest difference between the algorithms is their behavior when the target
distribution is multimodal. In this case, MCMC algorithms often fail to explore
all modes, as they are very unlikely to change from one mode to another, distant mode. Sequential Monte Carlo does not suffer from multimodality as much
due to its ability to maintain multiple parallel hypotheses about the parameter values. The inability of MCMC algorithms to change mode also causes them to be
sensitive to initialization, which is clearly undesirable. In many cases, an enticing
alternative to MCMC methods is slice sampling (Neal, 2003). The deeper analysis
of the slice sampling algorithm and its application to the object matching problem
have been left to a further study.
As to non-parametric belief propagation, it is not straightforward to compare
it to the various sampling algorithms. NBP is a tool for a specific problem formulation - the graphical model - whereas MCMC and SMC methods are generic
statistical methods that can be used to analyze almost any kind of model. It is important to note that NBP does not even asymptotically converge to the true posterior due to the statistical dependencies of the messages in a cyclic graph, whereas
for the other algorithms asymptotical convergence can be shown. Furthermore,
in NBP non-adjacent nodes affect each other only indirectly through other nodes,
whereas in the model proposed in this thesis these kind of effects are direct, as
will be seen in Section 2.4 and Chapter 4. Since the direct dependencies can often
be estimated from the training data, it makes sense to use this information instead
of discarding it as NBP does.
The following toy examples demonstrate the differences between the Metropolis algorithm, Gibbs sampling and sequential Monte Carlo in multimodal and
witch’s hat-like conditions. The target distribution of example 1 is illustrated in
Figure 2.4 and the posterior samples obtained using the various algorithms in a
single run are shown in Figure 2.5. The estimated and true masses of the posterior
modes are shown in Table 2.1.
As demonstrated in Figure 2.5, in this kind of situation MCMC algorithms
tend to get stuck in one part of the posterior distribution, while SMC is able to
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Figure 2.4: Toy example 1, target distribution. The contours show the joint likelihood
as the product of the marginal likelihoods of the parameters while the tilted straight line
is the prior mean. The peaks along the prior mean indicate the relative masses of the
posterior modes.

Table 2.1: Toy example 1, posterior mode masses from a single run

Peak 1

Peak 2

Peak 3

Peak 4

True mass

0.336

0.151

0.473

0.040

Metropolis

0.323

0.677

0.000

0.000

Gibbs

0.000

0.000

0.975

0.025

SMC

0.353

0.146

0.464

0.037

find all the modes of the distribution. Also, in SMC the masses of the modes are
represented in correct proportions. It should be noted that both MCMC algorithms
were initialized to the point (100 100) T . Over repeated simulations, the Gibbs
result stays the same, whereas Metropolis converges sometimes to peaks 1 and 2,
sometimes to peak 3.
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Figure 2.5: Toy example 1, sampling results from a single run. The plots show the
posteriors estimated by the Metropolis algorithm, Gibbs sampling and Sequential Monte
Carlo, as well as the true marginal posteriors. Both the Metropolis and Gibbs sampling
algorithms have stayed in a certain part of the distribution, while the SMC particle representation contains all modes.

Toy example 2 illustrates the witch’s hat distribution. Now the target distribution is a discrete lattice of size 256 × 256 × 256, defined so that 95% of the
probability mass is located in the area [127, 129]3 and remainded is uniformly
distributed over the rest of the lattice. Figure 2.6 illustrates the chains produced
by a Gibbs and Metropolis sampler initialized in (x 1 x2 x3 )T = (130 128 128)T ,
while Figure 2.7 shows the samples obtained with sequential Monte Carlo.
Even though two of the three parameters are initialized to the correct mode,
Gibbs sampling requires close to 4000 iterations to converge, while Metropolis
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Figure 2.6: Toy example 2, sampling results from a single run, Gibbs and Metropols
sampling. The images in the upper row show the samples of the three parameters produced by a Gibbs sampler, while the lower row shows the same for a Metropolis sampler.
The Gibbs sampler requires almost 4000 iterations to converge to the main mode, while
Metropolis never converges.

never converges. A SMC sampler run on the same distribution with 100 particles and no resampling results in 98 particles being located in the correct mode.
Adding a resampling step eliminates the 2 spurious particles.

2.4 The object matching problem
In Chapter 1, the general object matching was phrased as “Given a set of examples
of an object class, learn the fiducial properties of the class and use them to locate
instances of the object class in a novel image”, with a complete solution including
the ability to handle multiple object classes. However, in this thesis the focus
is on matching objects of a single class at a time and the multi-class problem
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Figure 2.7: Toy example 2, sampling results from a single run, sequential sampler. The
images depict the histograms of the particles produced by a simple SMC algorithm without resampling. Of the 100 SMC particles, 98 are located in the correct mode.

has been left to a further study. This section describes the basic object matching
model in Bayesian terms. The first publication of the model is in (Tamminen and
Lampinen, 2003a).
In this study, the feature-based approach is adopted: objects are represented
as collections of certain fiducial features arranged in a planar graph. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The feature-based approach makes it natural to factorize the

Figure 2.8: A sample feature grid. The target object class is the human face, and the
target features are denoted by the circles.

problem into two separate parts: an appearance part, which models the visual appearance of the features, and the shape part, which models the relations between
the feature locations, that is, the shape of the planar graph. As described in Chapter 1, this is very traditional in the object matching literature. Similar Bayesian
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approaches to image analysis with distinct appearance and shape models have
been proposed by Li et al. (2003) and Fergus et al. (2003), although their aim
is classification of images according to the objects contained in them rather than
the precise matching of the objects. Sullivan et al. (2001), Zhou et al. (2003) and
Zhang et al. (2004) also use a similar factorization for non-feature based Bayesian
object matching.
It should be noted that although Bayesian inference is a powerful tool for statistical learning, it is widely known that it is not all-powerful in the sense that only
data that is consistent with the model can be handled. That is, if the prior probability for some hypothesis is set to zero, no observation can lead to the posterior
probability of the hypothesis being non-zero. In the context of object matching
this means that only the objects that are assumed to be in a scene are matched, and
they are always matched. If the model assumes that there is a face in an image, and
in the observed image there is no face but a chair, the face is matched somewhere
nevertheless and the chair is ignored. There are methods for testing hypotheses
such as Bayes factors (Bernardo and Smith, 1994), but these have their own limitations. Bayesian models are always a closed world; a complete Bayesian vision
system would require a method for generating new hypotheses, which is beyond
the scope of this study.

2.4.1

The basic matching model

As described in Section 2.2.1, according to the Bayesian point of view all observed
and unobserved quantities are considered random variables following some distributions. With the appearance/shape factorization, it is now possible to define
the variables of the model. As all natural images contain clutter and noise, to
make the features of interest more distinctive in an image, the observed image I
is transformed into a feature space T, I 7→ T, so that each image pixel I (u, v) has
associated features T(u, v). Hence, the observed variables are the feature image
T, the training features G, and the training shapes Y. The unobserved variables
are the locations of the N target features x = (x 1 . . . x N )T and any possible hyperparameters, denoted ξ . For notational simplicity, the model assumptions M have
been left out of the following, but all distributions should be considered conditioned on them.
In Bayesian terms, the solution to the object matching problem is the posterior
distribution of the feature locations given the image and the training data
Z
p(x|T, G, Y) =
p(x, ξ |T, G, Y)dξ,
(2.32)
where the hyperparameters have been integrated out, as their actual values are not
of interest.
Using Bayes’ theorem and the rule of conditional probability, the joint poste-
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rior distribution of the feature locations and the hyperparameters can be written as
the product of the likelihood, prior and hyperprior parts:
Z
p(x|T, G, Y) ∝
p(T|x, ξ, G, Y) p(x|ξ, G, Y) p(ξ |G, Y)dξ.
(2.33)
This can be simplified by some reasonable independence assumptions. Via the
appearance/shape factorization, the training features G are assumed to affect only
the likelihood and the training shapes Y only the prior. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the possible hyperparameters only affect the prior, which leads to
Z
p(x|T, G, Y) ∝ p(T|x, G) p(x|ξ ) p(ξ |Y)dξ = p(T|x, G) p(x|Y), (2.34)

R
where p(T|x, G) is the image likelihood and p(x|Y) = p(x|ξ ) p(ξ |Y)dξ the
object shape prior, composed of the actual prior and hyperprior parts. The likelihood measures the probability of observing the feature image T given the feature
locations x and the training features G. The prior is actually the posterior predictive distribution of a new object shape x given the training shapes Y.

2.4.2

The likelihood problem

It is relatively straightforward to produce the predictive distribution of the object
shape given the training data (Chapter 4), but the likelihood is a different matter. In
the strict statistical sense, measuring the likelihood of observing an image given
the feature locations x would require a generative model for the image: as discussed by Sullivan et al. (2001), it is not enough to compute the image likelihood
as a function of a hypothesis about the object location, since the likelihood should
explain the appearance of the whole image, including the background in addition
to the object x. However, including a generative model for the background is not
straighforward due to the unlimited variability of its appearance. Sullivan et al.
(2001) use similar feature histogram models for the objects and the background,
yielding directly comparable probabilities for assigning a part of the image to the
object or to the background. This is applicable when the objects do not require
complex structured models. With class-specific structured object models, such
as the joint model of feature appearances and relative positions proposed in this
thesis, it is practically impossible to have a generative model of the same detail
level for the background. The decision whether to explain a part of an image with
a (specific) object model or with a simpler and more generic background model is
similar to model complexity selection, that is, the comparison between a complex
model with small residuals and a simpler, less accurate model. For some object
models the complexity can be controlled directly with suitable priors, leading to
a MDL or MAP decision criterion (Mumford, 1996). For the object models ap-
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plied in this work, it is not straighforward to compare the matching probabilities to
ones from a generic background model. At this stage, therefore, the sub-optimal
approach of ignoring the background has been chosen.
If the background is ignored, the likelihood can be approximated with any
function S that measures the similarity between the observed image and the stored
feature representation. It is possible to use either a joint representation for the features, such as a texture model (Section 3.4), or treat the features separately (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The latter requires the simplifying assumption that the likelihoods of the transformed pixels Ti of the image are independent of each other and
dependent only on the individual feature locations x i and training features gi pertaining to the ith feature, in which case the joint likelihood can be approximated
with the product of the individual feature similarities:
Y
Y
Y
p(T|x, G) =
p(Ti |xi , G) =
p(Ti |xi , gi ) ≈
S(T(xi ), gi ),
(2.35)
i

i

i

that is, the joint likelihood of observing an image given feature locations x is
approximated by multiplying the similarities at the feature locations. If a joint
representation is used, the likelihood p(T|x, G) can be computed directly.

2.4.3

Implementing the model

Since a priori the target object and its features can be located anywhere in the perceived image, to obtain a full representation of the posterior the posterior density
would have to be evaluated for all possible feature configurations, which is clearly
impossible - for example, for 60 features, each with an u- and a v-coordinate, and
256 × 256 images there are 2562·60 configurations. Instead, by using the sampling
methods described in Section 2.3, it is possible to obtain samples from the posterior distribution and estimate the quanties of interest such as the mean from the
samples.
In order to use the various sampling methods, the joint posterior distribution
must be manipulated into suitable forms. The Metropolis algorithm can use the
joint posterior (Eq. 2.34) directly, utilizing Eq. 2.35 to form the joint likelihood if
necessary. Gibbs sampling requires the full conditional distributions of the single
feature locations given the other features x\i :
p(xi |T, x\i , G, Y) ∝ p(Ti |xi , gi ) p(xi |x\i , Y),

(2.36)

whereas sequential Monte Carlo needs the conditional posteriors of singular feature locations given the previously matched features:
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y) ∝ p(Ti |xi , gi ) p(xi |xi , Y),

(2.37)
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where xi = (x 1 . . . xi−1 )T denotes the features matched before the ith one. It
should be noted that the requirement of conditional distributions for Gibbs sampling and SMC means, in practice, that the feature likelihoods must be treated
separately and the object shape model must have a form from which it is possible
to compute arbitrary conditional distributions.
As to the performance differences of the sampling algorithms described in
Section 2.3.5, it can be said that the ability to perform in multimodal and witch’s
hat distribution-like conditions is the most critical one. Chapters 3 and 4 will
demonstrate that due to clutter, occlusion and other factors, the target posterior
distribution is in most cases extremely multimodal, with spurious peaks in multiple locations, and the occlusion model proposed in Chapter 5 results in the posteriors resembling a witch’s hat distribution. The need for conditional and marginal
distributions is hardly a problem due to the form of the appearance and shape
models used in this study, and the ability to explore a single mode thoroughly,
while important, is not very useful if the mode in question is not the one with the
most probability mass. This subject will be discussed more extensively in Chapter
6.

Chapter 3

Models of visual appearance
3.1 Introduction
The Bayesian object matching model described in Chapter 2 requires a model for
the visual appearance of the object that can be used to approximate the likelihood
p(T|x, G), which in turn requires the definition of an image-feature transform
I 7 → T. In principle the functional form of the model is irrelevant to the Bayesian
formulation of the problem: any method that approximates the likelihood by measuring the similarity between the observed image and an object location hypothesis can be used. Of course, in practice there are large differences between methods with respect to accuracy, specificity and performance in clutter. This chapter
describes several different models for the visual appearance of objects, ranging
from simple template matching to texture approaches and sophisticated Gabor
filter-based methods, including the model developed for this study.

3.2 Simple features
3.2.1

Template matching

Template matching is one of the oldest feature matching techniques (for a review,
see Cox (1995)), with an even older history as matched spatial filtering in signal
processing and optics (Casasent and Furman, 1977). Template matching methods
use the actual training image data to represent the features of interest, that is,
there is no explicit transformation I 7→ T. In practice this means that for each
feature, a template q is extracted from the training images via a rectangular or a
Gaussian window and a function measuring the similarity between the template
and locations in the target image is defined. Numerous similarity functions have
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been proposed. The most common are the exponentiated squared error
X
wi (q − I A )2 ),
e(q, I A ) = exp(

(3.1)

A

where A is the area of the target image being compared to the template and w i the
window weights, and the normalized cross-correlation
P
wi q · I A
r (q, I A ) = qPA P
,
(3.2)
q2 A I A2

where the vectors t and I A are required to have zero mean. Template matching is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The main disadvantage of template matching algorithms is their sensitivity to
noise, especially non-white noise, and clutter, as well as intra-class variation associated with most types of features. In addition, as the templates are rather rigid,
scale and orientation changes can also cause matching problems. However, the
simplest form of template matching can be elaborated, which solves many issues
- for example, Brunelli and Poggio (1995) build a “Synthetic Discriminant Function” from multiple templates, which results in greatly improved performance.

3.2.2

Corners and edges

A more robust method for extracting and matching features than using the image
data directly is to associate the features with certain geometrical landmarks, such
as edges and corners, and then find similar landmarks in the novel image. In terms
of the object matching framework, the computation of the landmarks constitutes
the transform I 7→ T. The matching of corner points is especially popular in
stereo vision research (Xu and Zhang, 1996). The standard procedure is to select
points of maximum curvature as the features to be matched, and then find the correct match among all the corner points of the target image by utilizing simple or
enhanced template matching and the epipolar constraint relating the two images
(Brandt and Heikkonen, 2001). The corner points can be detected using a number of methods: either by utilizing specific corner location algorithms, such as
the Harris corner detector (Harris and Stephens, 1988), or by analyzing the edge
maps obtained using any standard edge detection algorithm, such as the standard
simple line mask or derivative operators (Gonzalez and Woods, 1993) or the more
sophisticated Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986). These are illustrated in Figure
3.2. Outside the stereo vision community corner point matching is not nearly as
popular, as it can be applied only to features that are associated with a clear corner,
which is relatively uncommon for many object classes.
Objects can also be matched by using edges or line segments as the pertinent
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Figure 3.1: An example of template matching. The images in the upper row show the
training image and the extracted 17 × 17 template (the yellow rectangle) while the images
in the lower row show the similarity fields using the exponentiated squared error (left) and
the normalized cross-correlation (right) similarity measures. The target feature has been
localized well, although there are spurious matches. The difference between the similarity
measures is very small.

features. The matching can be done individually or by using groups of lines or
segments. Individual line segments are most often matched on their geometric attributes such as length and orientation (Zhang, 1994). The actual line features are
again extracted with, e.g., the Canny edge detector (Figure 3.2). The matching of
multiple line segments has the advantage of having more geometric information
available at the cost of increased complexity. Different approaches here include
graph-matching methods based on geometrical and topological relationships (Horaud and Skordas, 1989) as well as methods utilizing the intensity neighborhoods
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of the lines, which can be considered a form of template matching (Schmid and
Zisserman, 1997). Another type of edge features are the SIFT (Scale Invariant
Feature Transform) features proposed by Lowe (1999). SIFT features, or keys, are
located at the minima and maxima of a difference-of-Gaussian function applied
in scale space, that is, over different resolutions. The keys are then characterized
by the image gradient magnitude and orientation at the localized points. As will
be seen in Section 3.3, this multiple-frequency processing is very similar to the
Gabor filter approach employed in this work.
The main problem with edge and line features is their non-specificity: whereas
it is seldom possible to associate a corner with a feature, it is nearly always possible to associate an edge, which leads to a large number of false matches. SIFT
features are much more specific and hence more suitable for object matching,
although the automatic selection of invariant points takes the choice of which features to match out of the hands of the user.

Figure 3.2: Corner and edge detection. In the image on the left, the crosses mark the
corner points located by the Harris corner detector. The image on the right shows the
edge map obtained with the Canny edge detector.

3.2.3

Using color

For some object classes, it is possible to use color to model the appearance of
the object. The most prominent examples of this are the human face and other
bare parts of the human body. Color research results indicate that the human skin
forms a distinct cluster in the RGB color space that can be approximated with a
Gaussian distribution (Yang et al., 1998) or a histogram model (Jones and Rehg,
1998), which makes it possible to match skin-colored features in images (Figure
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3.3). Also, color can be useful in low-contrast images, such as discriminating the
lips from the face (Blake and Isard, 1998). However, it is clear that color-based
features are rather coarse, and more suitable for detection than precise matching.
Color-based methods are often used to initalize a matching system, after which
other kinds of features are employed to improve the matching and detection results
(Hadid et al., 2002).

Figure 3.3: Skin color matching. The image on the right shows the result of building
a Gaussian distribution in the color space from a set of skin colored patches and then
computing skin color probabilities for the pixels of the image on the left.

3.3 Gabor features
The appearance models presented in Section 3.2 are too simple to deal with complex features found on objects such as human faces - a richer set of features is
needed. A common solution is to use multiple digital filters, or a filter bank, to
process the image and then combine the filter responses to produce the feature
representations (Lades et al., 1993) (Wiskott et al., 1997). Sullivan et al. (2001)
utilize downsampled convolution, i.e., the copies of the single filter do not overlap so that the filter responses are approximately independent, in accordance with
their rigorous modeling of fore- and background likelihoods (see Section 2.4.2).
The basic filters of a bank are often edge detectors of some kind such as the
derivative of Gaussian and Laplacian of Gaussian filters (Freeman and Adelson,
1991). In this study, the Gabor filter is used. Sections 3.3.1-3.3.4 describe the
Gabor filter and its characteristics and present the feature model developed for
this work.
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The Gabor filter

Gabor filters are direction-sensitive edge detectors well-suited to feature matching
tasks (Daugman, 1988) (Wiskott et al., 1997). The impulse response of the Gabor
filter can be summarized as a complex sinuous waveform restricted by a Gaussian window, with the filter parameters controlling the width of the filter and the
number of side lobes (see Eq. 3.3). The filters used in this study contain few side
lobes, as an increasing number of side lobes narrows the passband of the filter,
which in turn makes it necessary to have a large number of filters to cover the frequency space. Furthermore, side lobes tend to cause ripple in the filter response.
The real and imaginary parts of the impulse response of an 1D Gabor filter are
shown in Figure 3.4.
For image processing a two-dimensional filter is needed, which, correspondingly, is a complex plane wave restricted by a Gaussian envelope,


v2
f2
f 2 u2
h(u, v) =
exp (i( f cos(θ)u + f sin(θ)v)) exp − ( 2 + 2 ) ,
2πσu σv
2 σu
σv
(3.3)
where f is the central frequency of the filter, θ the directional angle of the filter
2
and σu2 and σv2 the spatial-domain variances of the filter. The coefficient 2πσf u σv
compensates for the frequency-related decrease of the power spectrum in natural
images (Daugman, 1988). The Fourier transform or the transfer function of Eq.
3.3 is the Gaussian


1
2
2
2
2
H (ωu , ωv ) = exp − 2 (σu (ωu − f cos(θ)) + σv (ωv − f sin(θ)) ) , (3.4)
2f
from which the role of the central frequency can clearly be seen. The filter can
also be interpreted as a two-dimensional wavelet with the u- and v-coordinates as
the translation and ( σf )2 as the wavelet scaling parameter. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the 2D Gabor filter.
From Eq. 3.4 it can be seen that the basic Gabor filter has a nonzero mean
or, equivalently, a nonzero DC component. In image analysis this is generally
undesirable, as a nonzero mean causes the response of the filter to be dependent
on the mean grayscale level of the processed image. The DC component can be
removed by calculating it via Fourier transform and then subtracting a suitable
Gaussian from the impulse response of the basic filter (the Gaussian should have
the same shape as the original transfer function but with zero frequency and the
DC component as the amplitude). This leads to the impulse response


2
2
2
h(u, v) = 2πσf u σv exp − f 2 ( σu 2 + σv 2 ) ·
u
v

exp(i( f cos(θ)u + f sin(θ)v)) − exp(− 21 (σu2 cos2 (θ) + σv2 sin2 (θ))) ,(3.5)
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Figure 3.4: The real and imaginary parts of a one-dimensional Gabor filter. The upper
images illustrate a typical Gabor function, with multiple side lobes, while the images
below show the type of Gabor filter used in this study.

illustrated in Figure 3.6. The resulting filter is no longer a Gabor filter, but resembles it closely.

3.3.2

Properties of the Gabor filter

Gabor filters have certain properties that make them a particularly enticing choice
as an image processing tool. From the purely mathematical point of view, the
complex-valued family of 2D Gabor filters is conjointly optimal in both spatial
and frequency resolutions (Daugman, 1988). That is, the passband of the filter
is optimally localized in terms of the width of the passband and the extent of
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Figure 3.5: The real and imaginary parts of the impulse response of a two-dimensional
Gabor filter.
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Figure 3.6: The Gabor filter transfer function with the DC component removed. The blue
line represents the altered transfer function, while the red line is the original function and
the green line the subtracted Gaussian.

the impulse response. This makes the filter suitable for extracting local spatial
frequency contents from as small areas as possible. Furthermore, it can be shown
(Mallat, 1998) that the Gabor filter uniquely achieves the theoretical lower bound
of uncertainty over the four spatial and frequency variables, namely
1u 2 1v 2 1ωu2 1ωv2 =

1
.
16π 2

(3.6)
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In pattern recognition and computer vision, Gabor filters are used as the feature spaces produced by them are distortion tolerant (Lampinen and Oja, 1995),
making them suitable for feature matching. This is largely due to the limitations
in the spectra of natural images as compared to noise (Daugman, 1988). It should
be noted, though, that the family of Gabor filters is non-orthogonal. In general
filter bank theory orthogonal filter banks are preferred, i.e., ones consisting of filters with zero inner products between them, as this ensures that any signal can be
reconstructed perfectly and uniquely as the sum of the filter responses. However,
in pattern recognition and feature extraction nonorthogonal filters are often used,
since it would seem that the orthogonality is not required for good performance
(Daugman, 1988).
As mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the major aims of computer vision is to emulate the human vision system. There is ample evidence that the mammal brain
employs Gabor-like filtering as a part of its low-level image processing (Jones
and Palmer, 1987), and hence it makes sense to explore the possibilities of similar structures in artificial solutions to the problem. The primary cortical area for
vision, the striate cortex, is the single largest cortical area in the human brain, and
it is where the first stage of human visual processing occurs. The mapping of the
receptive fields of the striate cortex cells (Palmer, 1999) has shown that they contain multiple lobes of excitation and inhibition, i.e., the receptive fields look like
Gabor functions. This is an indication that these cells may be performing a local spatial frequency analysis of incoming images. Furthermore, there is evidence
that different cells are tuned differently to spatial frequency and orientation, forming a filter bank similar to the ones used in this study, although the spatial extent
of these filters is smaller than of the ones used here.

3.3.3

Gabor filter banks

The Gabor filter impulse response (Eq. 3.3) actually defines a whole family of
Gabor filters, each with its own center frequency f and directional angle θ. Each
of these filters functions as an edge detector in the direction orthogonal to the
angle parameter and on the frequency band specified by the center frequency.
For the matching of complex features each of these is inadequate on its own (cf.
Section 3.2.2), but by specifying a number of different center frequencies f k , k ∈
{1..C f } and directional angles θl , l ∈ {1..C θ }, a filter bank of several Gabor filters
can be constructed. A sample Gabor filter bank is illustrated in Figure 3.7 in the
spatial domain and in Figure 3.8 in the frequency domain. The filters overlap in
the Fourier domain both in the frequency and orientation directions to produce
somewhat correlated outputs.
The Gabor filter bank constitutes the transform I 7→ T. When filtered with the
bank, an image I of size C ×C is transformed into an array of size C ×C ×C f ×Cθ ,
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Figure 3.7: The real parts of the impulse responses of a Gabor filter bank with 3 frequencies and 6 orientations.

consisting of matrices
T(k,l) = F −1 (H(k,l) F (I )),

(3.7)

where T(k,l) is the response of the filter with central frequency f k and directional
angle θl , H(k,l) is the transfer function of the filter, and F and F −1 denote the
Fourier transform and its inverse. The transform can also be computed via convolution.

3.3.4

Interpretation and modeling of Gabor filter responses

Processing an image with a Gabor filter bank produces an array (Eq. 3.7) of complex filter responses. The amplitude and phase responses of the various filters are
the corresponding complex magnitudes and arguments. An example of a Gabor
filtered image is shown in Figure 3.9.
Gabor filters act as edge and feature detectors in their specific alignments,
i.e., a vertical filter with a zero directional angle will produce high amplitude
responses in the neighborhoods of the vertical edges in the image. The phase re-
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Figure 3.8: The filter bank of figure 3.7 in the frequency domain. Note how the contours
of the filters are not exactly circular, as would be the case with the standard Gabor filters
with the DC component included.

sponse further specifies the locations of the edges - as can be seen by computing
the transforms, on any edge where the transition is from low grayscale values to
high grayscale values, the phase response is − π2 , and π2 on the edges with the
opposite transition. Thus the primary areas of importance in the picture (“where
something happens”) can be located by inspecting the amplitude responses, while
the phase response further specifies the locations of the details. This is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Besides acting as edge detectors, the amplitude and phase
responses also clearly contain information about distance to the edge.
The responses of a Gabor filter bank can be combined by stacking them as jets
(Koenderink and van Doorn, 1987) (Lades et al., 1993). The appearance of the
features to be matched can then be represented with these jets, that is, feature appearance is specified by the distance of the feature to edges of various frequencies
and orientations. The mathematical representation of a jet is a high-dimensional
vector - for example, if three frequency resolutions and six orientations are used,
the jets are 36-dimensional vectors, as each filter has both amplitude and phase re-
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Figure 3.9: The amplitude (center image) and phase responses (right image) of an image
filtered with a vertical (θ = 0) Gabor filter. Bright red areas correspond to high amplitudes
or phases close to π , while dark blue areas correspond to low amplitudes or phases close
to −π .
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Figure 3.10: The Gabor filter applied to a binary test image. From left to right: the test
image, the amplitude response and the phase response. In the phase response image, the
circle marks the correct location of the edge - the phase at this point is − π2 .

sponses. An alternative representation is the simple Gabor feature space of Kyrki
et al. (2004), in which the filter responses are arranged as feature matrices instead
of jets. This has the advantage that rotations and scale changes correspond to matrix column and row shifts, which makes invariant matching more straightforward.
To find the locations of the features of an object in an image, the training jets G
and the perceived jets T have to be compared, which requires that the appearance
of the training features must be represented as jets, as well. A prominent method
for jet comparison has been presented by Wiskott et al. (1997) as a part of the
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching system. In their method, the similarity between
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the complex Gabor jets g and g 0 is defined as
P
0
0
j a j a j cos(φ j − φ j − dk j )
0
qP
,
S(g, g ) =
P 02
2
a
a
j j
j j
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(3.8)

where a j are the amplitudes and φ j the phases of the complex Gabor jets, k is
the spatial frequency or the characteristic wave vector of the corresponding Gabor filter and d is an estimated displacement vector, which is used to compensate
for the rapid variance of the phase for small displacements in the image and can
be estimated by maximizing the similarity in its Taylor expansion (Wiskott et al.,
1997). The training jets G are all included in the appearance representation so
that the perceived jets are compared against all the training jets and the best fitting training jets are selected and used for the final comparison. This increases
the robustness of the model as the variability of the stored features increases, but
the computational cost also rises. Furthermore, if there are errors in the annotation of the training data, the resulting outliers can hamper matching performance
significantly.
As in this study the underlying formulation of the object matching problem
is probabilistic, it is natural to model the jets statistically. Two statistical models
have been presented in (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2003a) and (Tamminen and
Lampinen, 2003b). In (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2003a), the amplitude jets were
considered to form a linear subspace in the jet space and similarity between the
amplitude component A of the perceived jet T(u, v) and the subspace defined by
the projection matrix Pi pertaining to the ith feature was measured by computing
the angle between the jet and the subspace:


A(u, v)T Pi PiT A(u, v)
,
(3.9)
Samp (T(u, v), Pi ) = arccos
||A(u, v)||||Pi PiT A(u, v)||
The phase responses were handled separately with a square error model, and a
term for Gabor jet energy (Eq. 3.11) was also included.
The subspace model of Eq. 3.9 only produces the similarity between the
observed features and the training data. A true probabilistic appearance model
should measure the likelihood of observing an image pixel given that the feature
under scrutiny is located there. The feature appearance model used in this study,
first presented in Tamminen and Lampinen (2003b), is such a model. In this probabilistic model the amplitude and phase jets, as well as the jet energy component
are all assumed to follow Gaussian distributions. The multimodal approach of
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching is probably a more realistic one; furthermore, the
NBP approach of Sudderth et al. (2003) also shows non-Gaussian patterns in their
chosen subspace features, which are principal component coefficients. Here, in
order to have a true likelihood model for the jets, the Gaussian distribution was
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chosen for simplicity.
For the N features to be matched, the distribution parameters G = (g 1 . . . g N )T
are determined by measuring the jets at the feature locations in a set of manually
pre-annotated objects. However, it is not desirable to model the jets in the Gabor jet space as such. For example the amplitude response is highly sensitive to
contrast, which makes the model highly sensitive to lighting conditions, if the
modeling is done in unaltered amplitude space. This problem is addressed by
transforming the amplitude and phase jets into hyperspherical angle coordinates:
ci+1
h i = arctan qP

i
2
j=1 c j

,

(3.10)

where h i is the ith hyperspherical coordinate and ci is the ith component of the
jet vector. Note that this is just the generalization of 3-dimensional spherical coordinates into multiple dimensions (Hassani, 1998). On the other hand, neither total
contrast-independence is desirable in an appearance model, as it causes sensitivity
to faint patterns and noise in uniform areas. Hence, a Gaussian term measuring
the energy of the Gabor jet is added to the model. This term is the sum of the
squares of the jet lengths over a quadrangular area near the feature:
G ene (u, v) =

u+m
X

v+m
X

i=u−m j=v−m

||A(i, j)||2 ,

(3.11)

where 2m +1 is the side of the chosen square (typical value is m = 4 for 256×256
images).
In practice the covariance matrices of the jet distributions can not be estimated
directly due their high dimensionality. For a filter bank with 3 frequencies and 6
orientations, the distributions are 17-dimensional, as 1 dimension is eliminated in
the transform to angle coordinates, and the covariance matrices have 17 · 18/2 =
153 free parameters. In most cases there is not enough training data to estimate
so many parameters robustly, and hence the model has to be regularized so that
it is possible to invert the covariance matrices. This is done in the usual manner
by adding a constant ridge term  G to the diagonals of the estimated covariance
matrices 6 est so that the covariance matrices become (Bishop, 1995)
6 = 6 est + G I.

(3.12)

This ridge parameter controls the steepness of the likelihood function.
By combining the amplitude, phase, and energy components, the likelihood
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of observing a pixel represented with the transformation Ti (u, v) is obtained:
p(Ti (u, v)|gi ) =

2
N(G amp |µamp , 6amp ) · N(G pha |µpha , 6pha ) · N(G ene |µene , σene
),

(3.13)

where N is the Gaussian density function, G amp , G pha and G ene are the amplitude,
phase and energy Gabor jet properties corresponding to T(u, v), and µ amp , µpha ,
µene , 6amp , 6pha and σene the means and regularized (co)variances of the distributions corresponding to the ith feature. The likelihood is illustrated in Figure
3.11.

Figure 3.11: Sample feature likelihood fields. The target features are the outer corner of
the leftmost eye (left image), the point between the nostrils (center image) and the tip of
the chin (right image). Note how the fields are clearly multimodal, with peaks in multiple
distinct locations. Compare the left image with Figure 3.1, which depicts the template
matching similarity for the same feature. Here there are much fewer false matches.

The presented pixel likelihood measure closely resembles the Wiskott et al.
(1997) similarity measure (Eq. 3.8). Both of them are rather ad hoc, but this is
the case for all similarity measures: as discussed in Section 2.4.2, for complex
object models it is probably impossible to build a comprehensive generative image model, and hence one has to settle with engineering solutions such as these.
All proposed measures of feature similarity lead to similarity fields with multiple
modes (as seen in Figure 3.11) - if a measure is so specific that only the correct
locations yield nonzero values of similarity, it will not be able to generalize to
novel images. In most visual features there exist both considerable variations between examples of the same feature and similarities between examples of different
features, and eliminating all false matches will lead to correct matches being eliminated as well. On a related note, neither Eq. 3.8 nor Eq. 3.13 takes into account
the effect of background on the jets (cf. (Würtz, 1997)), which can cause matching errors in areas close to the edges of the target object, as the filter responses are
affected by the arbitrary background. However, this problem is alleviated if the
features are located directly on top of the edges, as then the background effects
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are small in comparison to the large-magnitude response from the edge.
To assess its performance, the proposed likelihood (Eq. 3.13) was compared
with Eq. 3.8 by using the IMM-DTU annotated face image database (Stegmann,
2002). Three distances from the selected feature locations were computed: distance from the local maximum of the similarity distribution closest to the correct
location, distance from the maximum in a rectangular area around the correct location, and distance from the global maximum. The proposed model was formed
in a leave-one-out cross-validation way (one image was left out and the model
formed with the others), while Eq. 3.8 was evaluated with respect to one, three,
and five randomly chosen images, as well as all 36 images. The largest similarity for each pixel was chosen, which is similar to the Elastic Bunch Graph
Matching framework. With one reference image the computational complexity
was approximately equivalent between the methods, while with more images the
computational load with Eq. 3.8 was considerably heavier, as its computation
time is linear in the number of training images. The results were averaged over
features and images, and are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Comparison of feature similarity measures. PM refers to Eq. 3.13, while Wx
refers to Eq. 3.8 with x training images.

Error measure

PM

W1

W3

W5

W36

Local maximum

2.87

5.23

4.08

3.57

2.57

Maximum in local area

5.07

5.51

5.25

5.20

4.92

Global maximum

43.9

58.2

51.7

48.2

41.6

The accuracy of the methods is very similar. Eq. 3.8 outperforms the proposed method slightly when a large number of training images is used, at the
cost of greater computational burden. With fewer training images, the proposed
model is slighly more accurate than Eq. 3.8. The main advantage of the Bunch
Graph approach over the proposed one is its capability to include greatly varying
examples in the training data. As in the proposed model the feature distributions
in the feature space are Gaussian, the training images must be at least somewhat
similar to each other. For example, it is not possible to combine photorealistic
training images with stylized drawings, as this would lead to the Gabor filter response distributions becoming too wide or even multimodal, making the Gaussian
distribution inapplicable. On the other hand, as mentioned before, outliers in the
training data affect Eq. 3.8 much more than the proposed likelihood. A statistical feature model which would be able to handle diverse images could be built
by introducing similarity function parameters describing the image type (photo /
drawing / comic etc.), lighting conditions and such. In practice this would probably lead into multiple similarity categories so that the type of the image would be
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estimated first, after which the feature model corresponding to the estimated type
would be applied. Another, a more straightforward possibility would be to use
a mixture of Gaussians to model the filter responses, which would move the proposed system in the direction of Elastic Bunch Graph Matching. Such a Gaussianmixture based feature appearance model has been proposed by Kämäräinen et al.
(2005), with good results in face matching as a part of a recent face localization
system (Hamouz et al., 2005).

3.4 Texture models
A common drawback with the numerous feature appearance models detailed in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3.1 is that they only model the neighborhoods of the selected
fiducial features and ignore the appearance of the object elsewhere. Although it
would be possible to select each pixel of an object as a feature and model the
appearance of each separately, the computational cost would quickly become prohibitive. Another proposal to joint modeling of the appearance of all the pixels of
an object is to form a single parametrized model for object texture.
Texture modeling is a subject of great interest both in itself (Jain and Farrokhnia, 1990) (Zhu et al., 1997) as well as in combination with image segmentation (Tu and Zhu, 2002). In object recognition and matching, the best known
texture-based methods are Eigenfaces (Pentland et al., 1994) and Active Appearance Models (Cootes et al., 2001). In the Eigenface framework, object appearance
is modeled as a combination of a mean appearance vector and linear base vectors,
learned via principal component analysis (PCA) (Chatfield and Collins, 1995):
V = µtext + Pβt ,

(3.14)

where V is the texture vector (list of pixel values), µtext is the mean texture, P
is the set of base vectors, and βt is the vector of object-specific coefficients. The
training objects must be normalized so that background effects are not included
in the representation. A set of Eigenfaces is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
An Eigenface model can be used for synthesizing and matching faces directly
with an intensity difference error measure (cf. Eq. 3.1). The method has been
developed further by separating intra- and extrapersonal variability and including
a probabilistic similarity measure (Moghaddam et al., 1998). However, a major weakness of the method is its inseparable coupling of appearance and shape,
which makes Eigenfaces rather rigid from the modeling point of view. Active
Appearance Models by Cootes et al. (2001) rectify this problem by modeling the
appearance and shape separately, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of Eigenfaces. Training image shapes from the IMM-DTU
database (Stegmann, 2002) were normalized and backgrounds eliminated. The first image on the left shows the mean texture and the following 5 columns depict the sum of the
mean shape and the first five principal components, with positive coefficients in the top
row and negative coefficients in the bottom row.

Chapter 4

Object shape models
4.1 Introduction
To form a representation of the whole object in feature based object matching, the
locations of the features have to be linked together. This is done by including a
model for the shape of the object in the matching framework. Again, as was the
case with the models of feature appearance, any model which assigns probability
densities for different feature configurations can be used, although some of the
sampling methods described in Chapter 2 require that it is possible to compute
the conditional distributions of the locations of single features given a set of other
features. In this chapter the shape models used in this study are described and
compared with the ones presented in literature.

4.2 Grid and graph models
The simplest possible object shape model is to consider the feature locations x
a planar graph and define a reference graph corresponding to the expected shape
of the object class under scrutiny and a cost function to measure deviation from
this reference. Often, square error is used as the cost function and the deviations
are assumed independent of each other. For example, Wiskott et al. (1997) use
square error, although in EBGM all edges of the graph are considered instead of
just the nodes. Minimizing the sum of squared errors is equivalent to assigning a
Gaussian prior on the location of the features and maximizing the log-posterior.
Hence, a sensible first prior is of the Gaussian form:
p(x|µshape , σ 2 ) = N(x|µshape , σ 2 I),

(4.1)

where µshape is the reference graph and σ determines the extent of allowed deviations from the reference graph. The reference graph can be defined manually
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or it can be learned from a set of training images (see Section 4.3). If the reference graph has a zero mean, also the current coordinates x must have their mean
removed before the prior is evaluated.
For the Gibbs and sequential Monte Carlo sampling systems described in
Chapter 2, conditional priors are needed. When the deviations are assumed to
be independent of each other, the conditional prior on the location of feature i is
simply
p(xi |x\i , µshape , σ 2 ) = N(xi | f (µshape , x\i ), σ 2 I),
(4.2)
where f is a function that computes the expected location of the ith feature by
translating the graph according to features x\i . That is, f computes the position
and the scale of the graph given by x\i , translates and scales the corresponding
features of the reference graph to match these, and returns the reference position
of feature x i . This prior is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The simple grid prior. The target feature is the point between the nostrils.
The red grid depicts the locations of the features x\i , while the yellow grid marks the
translated and scaled reference grid. The contours depict the prior.

The parameter σ defines the elasticity of the feature graph: small values force
the grid to follow the reference grid closely, whereas with large values the prior
becomes uninformative and the posterior distribution is dominated by the likelihood. Naturally, this makes the selection of σ very important. This can be done
by guessing or, for example, with cross-validation (Hastie et al., 2001). The value
of σ can also be determined automatically from the data via a hierarchical prior
structure, which is discussed in Section 4.2.1.
As described in conjunction with non-parametric belief propagation, it is also
possible to describe object shapes as graphical models so that the features are
located at the nodes of the graph and the edges of the graph are defined by connecting the features in some fashion. In this case the shape is controlled by setting
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priors on various parameters of the graph; for example, Sigal et al. (2003) model
the human body with a set of parameters for cylinders representing various body
parts and the angles between them. Zhang et al. (2004) utilize a similar model
in feature based human body matching. In a sense, the simpler graph model is
more general than graphical models because graphical models must be separately
specified for all possible object classes, whereas for the simpler graph models it
is enough to annotate the feature locations. Furthermore, the explicit interactions
between non-adjacent nodes are often ignored in graphical models, which can be
considered a waste of information. On the other hand, it is easier to add more
nodes to a graphical model than to a planar graph; a graphical model requires
only that the definition of the connection to the existing graph, whereas a feature
graph model requires that the relations to all existing features are defined.

4.2.1

The hierarchical graph prior

The hierarchical prior used in this work differs from the simple graph prior of Section 4.2 in that the value of σ is not fixed, but instead a prior distribution is defined
for it as well in line with accordance with Section 2.2.3. The other assumptions
of Section 4.2 still stand, i.e., the deviations of the feature locations from their
expected values are still assumed to be independent of each other with a common
deviation parameter. As Eq. 4.2 is a Gaussian density function, it is natural to
select a hyperprior distribution which is conjugate for the Gaussian distribution.
This ensures that the resulting prior distribution is of the same functional form as
the hyperprior, which makes computations easier. The inverse-gamma distribution is conjugate for the family of Gaussian distributions, and as such is a suitable
hyperprior (Gelman et al., 2004). Its functional form is
Inv-gamma(θ|α, ν) =

α ν −(ν+1) −α/θ
θ
e
,
0(ν)

(4.3)

where α is the scale parameter, ν determines the shape of the distribution, and
0(.) is the Gamma function. The prior thus becomes
p(xi |x\i , µshape , σ 2 ) = N(xi | f (µshape , x\i ), σ 2 I)
p(σ |α, ν) = Inv-gamma(σ |α, ν),
2

2

(4.4)
(4.5)

from which the conditional posterior distributions of the parameters can be derived
(Neal, 1996):
p(xi |x\i , µshape , σ 2 ) = N(xi | f (µshape , x\i ), σ 2 I)

(4.6)
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p(σ 2 |x, µshape , α, ν) =
Inv-gamma σ 2 |

α2ν +

!
2
(x
−
f
(µ
,
x
))
shape
\i
i=1 i
,ν + N .
ν+N

PN

(4.7)

In p(σ 2 |x,P
µshape , α, ν) the term α 2 ν acts as the term coming from the prior on
N
2
σ , while i=1
(xi − f (µshape , x\i , µshape ))2 represents the likelihood term (N is
the number of features). In this context α 2 is the prior mean of σ 2 , and ν is the
number of prior measurements.

It is also possible to have different σ ’s for the different features, in which case
the conditional posteriors become
p(xi |x\i , µshape , σi2 ) = N(xi | f (µshape , x\i ), σi2 I)

p(σi2 |x, µshape , α, ν)

α2ν
Inv-gamma σi2 |

(4.8)

=


+ (xi − f (µshape , x\i ))2
,ν + 1 .
ν+1

(4.9)

The manual selection of parameter values can be moved even further up the hierarchy, decreasing the significance of their fixing even further, by choosing a
common prior for the parameter α of the inverse-gamma distribution. To maintain
the conjugacy, the inverse-gamma distribution can again be selected for the task,
leading to the prior model
p(xi |x\i , µshape , σi2 ) = N (xi | f (µshape , x\i ), σi2 )
p(σi2 |α, ν)
p(α 2 |α0 , νo )

=

=

(4.10)

Inv-gamma(σi2 |α, ν)
Inv-gamma(α 2 |α0 , ν0 ).

(4.11)
(4.12)

The conditional posteriors for x i and σi2 are as before (except that in p(σi2 |.) the
value of α 2 changes), and the conditional posterior of α is (Neal, 1996):
1
p(α 2 |σ1...N , ν, α0 , ν0 ) = Inv-gamma-inv-gamma(α 2 |α02 , ν0 , ν, P

1
i σi

, N ),

(4.13)
where α0 and ν0 are the parameters of the hyper-hyperprior. Inv-gamma-inv-gamma
denotes the inverse-gamma-inverse-gamma distribution, which is the posterior
distribution when both the prior and the likelihood are inverse-gamma distributions. The difficulty with having individual σ parameters for the features is that
there is only one data point that can be used in inferring the parameter value and
hence the prior on σ must be rather tight (large ν) or the posterior of σ will be too
wide to be used in practice.
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4.3 Learning the shape from data
The graph shape models presented in Section 4.2 are very general in the sense
that when using them, the only requirement is to specify a reference graph for
the object class to be matched. However, it is clear that it is possible to enhance
matching performance for a single object class by including more information
about the class in the model. This is usually done by modeling the variations
of the feature locations besides the reference graph (Cootes et al., 1995) (Cootes
et al., 2001) (Zhou et al., 2003). Due to the increased complexity of such models,
more attention has to be paid to learning their parameters from the training data
using statistical methods.

4.3.1

Principal components and Active Appearance Models

A seminal approach to shape modeling is the Active Shape Model by Cootes
et al. (1995). In ASM, objects are modeled using the mean object shape and
the weighted sum of k modes of variation from this shape:
x = µshape + Sβs ,

(4.14)

where S is a 2N × k matrix containing the vectors depicting the variations, and
βs is a vector of coefficients. The variation modes are obtained with principal
component analysis (Chatfield and Collins, 1995), that is, by computing the covariance matrix of the training data and finding the M leading eigenvectors of this
matrix. Before computing the vectors, translation, scaling, and rotation effects
are removed by applying the Procrustes method (Goodall, 1991) which iteratively
minimizes a weighted sum of distances between the training examples so that
the training examples correspond as closely as possible. Following Probabilistic
PCA (PPCA) by Tipping and Bishop (1999), Zhou et al. (2003) have proposed a
probabilistic extension to ASM, in which isotropic Gaussian noise is added to the
coefficients. This makes it possible to use the PCA model as a shape prior in a
Bayesian framework. A sample PCA shape base is shown in Figure 4.2. Note that
in computing the illustrated base, the rotational transformations have not been
removed from the training data, which is why there are components related to
rotations present (see Section 4.3.2 for details).
Active Appearance Models (Cootes et al., 2001) are an extension of Active
Shape Models in which the appearance of the object is also modeled with a texture
model via PCA (see Section 3.4), after which the shape and appearance models are
combined by performing another principal component analysis on the coefficients
of the lower level models. This results in a combined model, which represents the
major modes of shape and appearance variation simultaneously. In mathematical
terms, AAM concatenates the shape coefficients βs and the texture coefficients βt
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Figure 4.2: Principal component shape model. In the upper row, the thick gray graphs
show the mean shape and the thinner black graphs the leading eigenvectors added to the
mean. In the other rows, the face on the left has been morphed according to the principal components, both in the positive (middle row) and negative (lower row) directions.
Components 1 and 2 appear to be related to rotations, while components 3, 4, and 5 are
shape-related.

into a single vector β:
β=



W s βs
βt



=



Ws ST (x − µshape )
PT (T − µtext )



,

(4.15)

where Ws is a diagonal matrix of weights for the shape parameters, which balances the difference in units between the shape and texture models. PCA is then
performed on these vectors to produce the final AAM model
β = Qc,

(4.16)

where Q are the eigenvectors and c is a vector of appearance parameters. In the
reverse direction, the shape and texture components can be expressed directly as
functions of c:
x = µshape + SWs Qs c, T = µtext + PQt c,

(4.17)

where Qs and Qt are the elements of Q corresponding to shape and texture:


Qs
Q=
.
(4.18)
Qt
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AAM is a very powerful appearance model with numerous applications in object matching and recognition, ranging from segmentation of 3-D medical images
(Mitchell et al., 2002) to real-time face tracking (Ahlberg, 2002).

4.3.2

Full distribution modeling

Principal component analysis-based shape models have one notable weakness:
they are parametrized in terms of the principal components, which means that it
is not possible to compute the conditional or marginal distributions of individual
features, and hence only the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be used to analyze
the resulting posterior distributions. The aim of this section is to present a direct
probabilistic model for the shape of the object from which these distributions can
be computed. The model has been presented earlier in various forms in (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2003b), (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2004) and (Tamminen
and Lampinen, 2005).
The object shape model is learned from a set of m training shapes Y =
(Y1 . . . Ym )T , which in practice are the same as the annotations used in the learning of feature appearance. To eliminate pose effects and the random asymmetry
of human faces, a mirrored replicate of each training shape is inserted as part of
the training data set. As in Procrustes analysis, the shapes are first translated and
scaled so that they are as alike as possible. However, rotational transformations
are not removed (see Figure 4.2) - this eliminates the need for explicit rotation
parameters for slight rotations from the matching model. In principle it should
be possible to produce a rotation-invariant matching system by including the rotations in the shape model, as is done here, and utilize a mixture of Gaussians model
for Gabor filter responses to account for the rotation-induced changes in feature
appearance (see Section 3.3.4).
As in the principal component models, the shape of the object is considered to
be the sum of a basic shape and variations from it. A convenient representation of
this is a Gaussian distribution with the basic shape represented by the mean µ and
the variations by the covariance 6. Note that this corresponds to a principal component model with the eigenvectors of 6 as the principal components. Since all
available information comes from the training shapes Yi and no real prior information about the covariance of the feature locations can be realistically obtained,
a vague conjugate inverse-Wishart prior is set on the covariance matrix (Gelman
et al., 2004):
6 ∼ Inv − Wishartν0 (3−1
0 ), µ|6 ∼ N(Ȳ, 6/κ0 ),

(4.19)

where ν0 and 30 describe the degrees of freedom and the scale matrix of the
inverse-Wishart distribution, and κ0 is the number of prior measurements. This
kind of prior is equivalent to adding Gaussian noise to the locations of the in-
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dividual features in the training shapes, similar to the PPCA approach of Zhou
et al. (2003), and it makes the shape model more robust against random perturbations. Furthermore, if the amount of training data is small, the prior increases the
rank of the covariance matrix, making it invertible, which is a requirement for all
computations.
The posterior distribution of the distribution parameters is from the normalinverse-Wishart family, parametrized as (Gelman et al., 2004)


1
κm
−((νm +d)/2+1)
−1
T −1
p(µ, 6) ∝ |6|
exp − tr(3m 6 ) −
(µ − µm ) 6 (µ − µm ) ,
2
2
(4.20)
with parameters
µm = Ȳ, κm = κ0 +m, νm = ν0 +m, 3m = 30 +

m
X
i=1

(Yi − Ȳ)(Yi − Ȳ)T , (4.21)

with d indicating the dimension of the distribution (d = 2N , where N is the
number of features).
When using this model, the interesting quantity is the predictive distribution
of a new shape x given the training shapes, which can be computed with the result
ZZ

3m (κm + 1)
),
(κm (νm − d + 1))
(4.22)
where tα is the Student t-distribution with α degrees of freedom.
As described in Section 2.4.3, the Gibbs sampling and sequential Monte Carlo
algorithms require the computation of conditional distributions of the object shape
distribution. This in turn requires that the parameters of the prior distributions
are set such that the covariance is reasonable (the denominator of the covariance
becomes negative if νm < d − 1) and that it is possible to approximate the tdistribution with a Gaussian one. Provided that this can be done, the conditional
distributions can easily be computed from the Gaussian approximation, in which
case the final model for the shape of the object to be matched is
p(x|Y) =

p(x|µ, 6) p(µ, 6|Y)dµd6 = tνm −d+1 (µm ,

p(x|Y) ≈ N(µm ,

3m (κm + 1)
).
(κm (νm − d + 1))

(4.23)

4.4 Snakes and splines
Another alternative to modeling the shape of objects is to represent contours with
parametrized curves. This approach is especially popular when the visual appearance of the object is modeled with edge features (Section 3.2.2). The curve r is
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parametrized as r(s) = (u(s), v(s)), where s is a parameter that increases as the
curve is traversed, and u(s) and v(s) give the u- and v-coordinates of the curve as
functions of s. These curves are called snakes (Kass et al., 1988). A snake aims
to minimize an energy functional, which is composed of internal and external energy parts. The internal energy controls the shape of the snake by constraining
the tension and rigidity of the curve, while the external energy guides the snake
according to the perceived image. In Bayesian terms, these are equivalent to the
prior and the likelihood.
Piecewise polynomials or splines are often chosen as the functional form of
u(s) and v(s), in which case the curves are also called spline curves (Blake and
Isard, 1998). A spline function of order d consists of concatenated polynomial
segments or spans of order d, joined together at breakpoints or knots. Spline
curves are attractive for contour modeling as they can represent complex shapes
while retaining a low polynomial degree, which keeps computations simple and
efficient.
A particularly convenient representation for the spline functions are so-called
B-splines (Cipolla and Blake, 1990), in which the function is constructed as a
weighted sum of N B identical translated basis functions so that
u(s) = B(s)T wx ,

(4.24)

where B(s) is a vector containing the basis functions and w x is a vector of weights
applied to the basis functions. A set of quadratic (d = 3) basis functions and the
resulting spline function are illustrated in Figure 4.3. By regarding the weights
as control points, the resulting spline curve r(s) = (u(s), v(s)) is a smooth approximation of the polygon formed by the points. An example of this is shown in
Figure 4.4.
Snakes and spline curves are very widely used in computer vision: the Kass
et al. (1988) paper generates thousands of citations in research indices. They are
computationally very light - for example, with B-splines, the transformation from
control points to curve is a linear operation - but can nevertheless represent complex curves. Their main disadvantage is that they are explicitly contour models
and as such can not be used to model object classes whose shape is not represented by the countour alone. Furthermore, as was the case with PCA models, the
parametrization via control points instead of the curve itself - whose points correspond to the feature locations x of Chapter 2 - makes it difficult or impossible to
compute the conditional distributions of the feature locations directly.

4.5 Dynamical modeling
In this chapter, numerous models for modeling the shape of objects in static
scenes have been discussed. This section concerns modeling objects whose shape
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Figure 4.3: B-spline basis. The image on the left shows a set of periodic quadratic Bspline basis functions. The image on the right illustrates how the basis functions are
multiplied by the coefficients (red circles) and combined to produce the spline function
(dashed line).

changes over time. Such models are required for object classes such as human
faces which exhibit specific modes of time variation, namely facial expressions in
the case of human faces. The proposed model has been previously presented in
(Tamminen et al., 2005).

4.5.1

Data acquisition and feature tracking

Including the time dimension in shape models increases the complexity of the
models greatly, making it clear that the model has to be learned from experimental data. In this study, the objects under scrutiny were human faces. To obtain
the training data, facial expressions were recorded from actors trained to express
certain prototypical emotional facial expressions. The recordings included seven
facial expressions related to basic emotions (Ekman, 1984) (anger, disgust, fear,
happiness with the mouth open and closed, sadness, and surprise), two facial expressions related to blends of basic emotions (happiness + surprise and happiness
+ disgust) and one emotionally meaningless facial expression (the mouth opening). The recordings were made from 6 actor students from the Theatre Academy
of Finland (3 men and 3 women, age range 23-32 years); hence, there were 60
video streams in total. The actors were asked both to express the given facial configuration exactly and to experience the required emotion. The actors practised the
facial expressions individually for approximately 5-10 hours. One practise record-
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Figure 4.4: A 2-D spline contour. The red circles mark the control points and the dashed
red line the control polygon. The blue curve is the corresponding spline curve. The curve
follows the polygon closely.

ing was carried out with the possibility for feedback before the actual recording
session. The recordings contained short (1-2s.) video sequences showing the
change from neutral to the target state. Nine markers were placed on perceptually
meaningful locations (Figure 4.5) to ease tracking of facial changes unrelated to
clear facial features.
In visual feature tracking a set of features is annotated or matched on the
first frame of a video stream and the objective is to track these features over the
stream. The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker and its derivatives are used
widely in visual feature tracking (Lucas and Kanade, 1981) (Tomasi and Kanade,
1991) (Bourel et al., 2000). However, for this study it was decided to test the
possibilities of an automated tracker based on Gabor filters as an extension of
the static object matching system. A similar approach to facial feature tracking
without the Bayesian context has previously been presented by McKenna et al.
(1997).
As previously, the face is represented as a planar graph containing N nodes
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(Fig. 4.5) with coordinates Xt = (x 1t . . . x Nt )T at time step t. As in Section 3.3,
each image in a video sequence is filtered with a Gabor filter bank and the responses are stacked as vectors to form the associated feature appearance vectors
git .

Figure 4.5: A sample feature graph, with the added dark markers showing. The yellow
circles mark the tracked features.

The features are tracked by finding, at each time step, the maximum a posteriori estimate of the location of each feature around its previous location. That
is, the posterior density of each feature is computed in some search area A i given
the transformed image, the corresponding feature vector git and the other feature
locations xt\i , and maximized:
max p(xit |Tt , git , xt\i ) ∝ p(Tit |xit , git ) p(xit |xt\i ),

xit ∈Ai

(4.25)

where Bayes’s formula has been used to write the posterior probability as the
product of the likelihood and prior parts. As in Chapter 2, the likelihood measures
the probability of observing the image given a feature configuration, while the
prior gives the distribution of the feature location given the locations of the other
features. The likelihood is approximated with Eq. 3.8 due to its ability to compute
the similarities relatively accurately given just one training image. The simple
graph prior (Eq. 4.2) is used as the prior. σ 2 was set to such a value that the
tracker would function well. With 256 × 256 images, σ = 5 was used.
As the video sequence progresses, both the features g and the mean shape
r change. To adapt the tracker to this, at each time step the feature appearance
vectors g and the mean graph shape r are changed according to the newly obtained
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values:
gt+1 = αg gt + (1 − αg )g1
r

t+1

= αr r + (1 − αr )r ,
t

1

(4.26)
(4.27)

where αg and αr are parameters controlling the extent of the adaptation. Using
g1 and r1 as the baseline values reduces the probability of the tracker adapting to
track a completely spurious feature, as the effect of the original Gabor jets and
mean shape never disappears completely.
The initial feature locations X1 and Gabor jets g 1 are obtained by manually
annotating the features on the first image of one video sequence and then using
the image and the annotations as training data for matching the features in the first
images of other sequences with the matching system presented in this thesis. The
mean shape r1 is taken to be equal to x1 .
The performance of the tracker was varying. In some streams it tracked the
features perfectly, in some streams there were considerable errors. The tracking
could be improved in numerous ways such as including a systematic model for
the motion of the features or designing a more sophisticated adaptation scheme.
However, since the main interest here lies on the dynamic shape model instead of
the tracking, the improvements were left to a further study.

4.5.2

The expression model

In the model presented here, the aim is to find separate orthogonal bases for representing variations due to face shape and facial expression. A similar approach has
been proposed in Abboud and Davoine (2004); however, they do their modeling
within the AAM framework (Cootes et al., 2001) and model only the start- and
endpoints of expressions, whereas here the interest lies in the the whole track of
the fiducial feature points during an expression. Another, Eigenface-based nondynamical model has been presented by Calder et al. (2001), whereas a dynamical
model without the separation of shape and expression has been proposed by Faraway (2004).
To model the dynamics of the expressions, the time correlations of the feature
point tracks are included into the expression model, that is, the expressions are
described by vectors of length 2N × n t , where n t is the number of time steps.
It is assumed that the tracks X = (X1 , ..., Xt f )T can be represented as the sum
of two linear models: a person-dependent shape model and a person-independent
expression model so that
X = 1 ⊗ (m + Sβ per son ) + Eβex pr ession + ,

(4.28)

where m is the mean shape, S is the matrix of the base vectors of the shape space,
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E is the matrix of the base vectors of the expression space, β per son is the persondependent vector of coordinates in the shape space, β ex pr ession is the expressiondependent vector of coordinates in the expression space, 1 is a vector of ones, ⊗ is
the Kronecker product, and  is Gaussian noise. The Kronecker product expands
the static shape model over time. At time step t the graph is
Xt = m + Sβ per son + Et βex pr ession +  t ,

(4.29)

where Et contains the elements of the expression base vectors that apply to time
step t.
To estimate the base vectors of the shape and expression spaces, the shape and
expression effects have to be separated. This is done in two phases:
1. Estimate the mean shape and the shape base vectors via PCA from the initial
feature graphs X1 . It is assumed that the video streams start from a neutral
expression, that is, E1 = 0.
2. To remove the effect of the shape from subsequent images in the stream,
subtract the projection of the initial graph onto the shape base SS T X1 from
the subsequent graphs. Then stack the graphs as vectors and perform PCA
to obtain the expression base vectors.
In phase 2, PCA is performed on the correlation matrix of the vectors, that is,
a “mean expression” is not subtracted from the graphs. Before estimating the
model, the lengths of the tracks have to be normalized by selecting a common
frame number (larger than the length of the longest video sequence) and interpolating the tracks as necessary so that their lengths match.
The model can also be described as the sum of two Gaussian distributions:
p(X) = 1 ⊗ N(m, 6shape ) + N(0, 6ex pr ession ),

(4.30)

where 6shape is the covariance matrix of the shape distribution and 6ex pr ession
the correlation matrix of the expression distribution (with SS T X1 removed). The
eigenvectors of these matrices are the base vectors mentioned above. The Gaussian representation makes it possible to use the model directly as a prior in object
matching.

Chapter 5

Extensions to the matching
model
5.1 Introduction
The basic matching model utilizing the feature appearance and object shape models of Chapters 3 and 4 is capable of matching objects provided that the observed
objects resemble the training data quite closely. In practice the perceived objects
can differ from the training examples greatly due to factors such as change of
scale and occlusion. This chapter extends the Bayesian probability model so that
the matching system is able to cope with more difficult matching situations.

5.2 Minor scale changes
As described in the Chapter 4, when learning the PCA shape base or the full shape
distribution, the scaling factors of the training shapes are normalized to remove
scale effects from the shape model. This means that the resulting shape model is
scale-free, and the scale parameter of the observed object has to be estimated. If
a Gaussian model is used for the object shape, the conditional distribution of the
scaling factor s is


1
1
T 2
−1
(5.1)
p(s|x, µ, 6) ∝ 2 1/2 exp − (x − µs) (s 6) (x − µs)
|s 6|
2


1
1
∝ d exp − 2 (x − µs)T 6 −1 (x − µs) ,
(5.2)
s
2s
where x is the vector of feature locations, µ is the mean shape, 6 is the shape
covariance, and d is the dimension of the distribution. In sequential matching,
the uncertainty about the scale parameter decreases rapidly as more features are
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matched. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The scale parameter as a function of the number of matched features. The
plot shows the standard deviation of of the distribution of the scaling factor as a function
of the number of matched features from a single run of the system. The y-axis is set such
that s = 1 corresponds to the mean size of the training shapes. Scale ambiguity is reduced
rapidly as more features are matched.

In Gibbs sampling this is even quicker, as all features are included in Eq. 5.1
from the beginning. Hence, instead of using such a complicated distribution which
would add yet another integration to the model, a simple scale estimator which is
close to the maximum likelihood estimate of the distribution can be employed.
Such a scale factor can be defined as
q
s = 0.5σu2 + 0.5σv2 ,
(5.3)

where σu and σv are the standard deviations of the feature location u- and vcoordinates. When more than 5 matched features are included in Eq. 5.1, the
scale estimates obtained with this estimator are in practice equal to the maximum
likelihood value of the true scale distribution.
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5.3 Occlusion
Occlusion is one of the major problems in computer vision. In feature based
object matching it is inconvenient since if the interesting features of an object
are not detected, it is very hard to locate or recognize the object, and in holistic
models occlusion causes the descriptor of the target object to become completely
unlike the training data. For rigid object models, proposed approaches include
employing edge detection and the Haussdorf distance (Rucklidge, 1997), directed
edges and other similarity measures (Steger, 2002), and intensity-based matching
in a Bayesian framework (Sullivan et al., 2001). These have obtained very good
results, but for deformable models the task is more challenging: in rigid models
the only problem is whether the feature is in the position where it should be, but in
deformable models also the position is uncertain. Solutions have been proposed
for dynamic tracking problems (Zhong et al., 2000) as well as static situations
(Felzenszwalb, 2003), but also these approaches usually deal with occlusions with
a “rigidness parameter” controlling the extent of allowed deformations instead of
applying a formal occlusion model. Active Appearance Models of Cootes et al.
(2001) (Section 4.3.1) have also been extended to handle occlusion: Edwards
et al. (1999) disregard elements of the texture vector with unusually large pixel
differences, whereas Gross et al. (2004) propose a robust fitting algorithm which
considers occluded pixels outliers. Both these and the recent graphical models
utilizing non-parametric belief propagation (Section 2.3.4) (Sudderth et al., 2003)
(Sigal et al., 2003) (Coughlan and Shen, 2004), have obtained promising results
in occluded conditions.
To make the proposed matching framework able to deal with ooclusion, in
this section the basic matching model presented in Chapter 2 is extended to situations in which some of the features are occluded. The occlusion model has
been discussed previously in (Tamminen and Lampinen, 2004) and (Tamminen
and Lampinen, 2005).
To include the possibility of occlusion in the matching model, a vector of
indicator variables γ is defined such that
γi
γi

= 1, if the ith feature is detected

= 0, if the ith feature is not detected

Now the aim is to infer the marginal posterior distribution of location of the ith
feature:
Z
0
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y, γi ) =
p(xi , γi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 )dγi ,
(5.4)
where γi0 = γ1,...,i−1 denotes whether the features matched before the ith one
were detected. Since there are only two possible values for γi , the integral can be
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written as the sum
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ) = p(xi , Vi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ) + p(xi , V̄i |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ),
(5.5)
where γi = 1 is denoted with Vi and γi = 0 with V̄i . Again, with Bayes’s theorem,
the posterior (Eq. 5.5) can be written as
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ) ∝

[ p(Ti |xi , gi , Vi )P(Vi |γi0 ) + p(Ti |xi , gi , V̄i )P( V̄i |γi0 )] p(xi |xi , Y),

(5.6)

where the object prior has been assumed independent of feature detection and the
prior probabilities of detection and no-detection have been assumed to be dependent only on the detections of the previously matched features, whereas the likelihood has been assumed not to depend on the previous detections. Furthermore,
the detection probabilities are assumed to be a priori independent of the previous
detections, since no model for the interdependence of the occlusions, i.e., for the
shape of the occluding object, is available. For known occlusion configurations
such a model could be included. For example, if it was known that the object is
occluded by a vertical half-plane so that features to the left of some x-coordinate
are not detected, it would be possible to define
P

p(Vi |γi0 ) = Vi

i

γileft

(1 − Vi )

P

right
)
i (1−γi

,

(5.7)

where γileft denotes the detection statuses of the features left to the ith feature and
right
γi
the detection statuses of the features to the right of the ith feature. The probability P(Vi |γ 0 ) could then be sampled from this distribution in Gibbs samplinglike fashion, or the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate or the mean could be used.
In a general scene analysis setting, a spatial model for occlusions requires that all
objects from an image are recognized, with the foreground objects providing occlusion models for the covered objects. In this study only a weaker independent
occlusion model is considered.
The difficult part of the model is p(Ti |xi , gi , V̄i ), the likelihood when the
feature is not detected. In theory this quantity should describe the distribution of
the Gabor filter responses for all other image details besides the ones associated
with the feature being matched. However, such a representative model is probably
impossible to construct, and not even desirable: when a feature is occluded, it is
preferable that the estimate of its location is not affected by what kind of filter
responses are common in general. Hence, a flat likelihood is chosen - since the
feature is not detected, no information about its location is obtained from the
image. This flat likelihood is normalized so that it sums to unity over the image.
The a posteriori visibility status of a matched feature is straightforward to
infer by computing the posterior probability of detection given the feature location
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using the law of conditional probability and Bayes’ rule:
P(Vi |Ti , x, gi , Y, γi0 ) =
=

p(xi ,Vi |Ti ,xi ,gi ,Y,γi0 )
p(xi ,Vi |Ti ,xi ,gi ,Y,γi0 )+ p(xi ,V̄i |Ti ,xi ,gi ,Y,γi0 )

p(Ti |xi ,gi ,Vi ) p(xi |xi ,Y)P(Vi |γi0 )/ p(Ti )
p(Ti |xi ,gi ,Vi ) p(xi |xi ,Y)P(Vi |γi0 )/ p(Ti )+ p(Ti |xi ,gi ,V̄i ) p(xi |xi ,Y)P( V̄i |γi0 )/ p(Ti )

=

p(Ti |xi ,gi ,Vi )P(Vi |γi0 )
,
p(Ti |xi ,gi ,Vi )P(Vi |γi0 )+ p(Ti |xi ,gi ,V̄i )P(V̄i |γi0 )

(5.8)

which is simply the ratio of the likelihood when the feature is detected and the sum
of the two likelihoods. The sum of the probabilities of detection of all matched
features can be used as a measure for how many features have effectively been
detected in the image. If the feature detections are assumed independent, the
posterior probability of whether an object has been detected can be computed
directly as
N
Y
Pdet = 1 −
1 − P(Vi |Ti , x, gi , Y).
(5.9)
i=1

The implementation of the occlusion model is discussed in Section 5.6.

5.4 Multiresolution matching
The scale models discussed in Section 5.2 are able to cope with small scale
changes in which the visual appearance of the features remains the same. However, if the size object to be matched is very different from the training objects, the
system breaks down. This section presents an extended matching model which
works on multiple levels of detail and is able to deal with large global scale
changes.

5.4.1

The multiresolution object shape model

Real-world objects consist of multiple levels of detail - for example, in a human
face the features can be grouped in levels such as “face”, “eye”, “corner of mouth”
et cetera. If an object is sufficiently far away, only the coarsest features can be detected, and if it is close, not all of the coarser features might be observed. Matching objects of greatly varying sizes thus requires size-invariance both in the visual
features as well as in the object models. Of the matching models presented in the
literature with a large degree of scale-invariance, Miao et al. (1999) have proposed
a multiscale template matching based system for face detection, Lowe (1999) uses
the local scale-invariant features SIFT features described in Section 3.2.2, and Fergus et al. (2003) employ a Bayesian scale-invariant model for classifying images
according to the objects contained in them. However, the proposed scale-invariant
matching and detection systems usually represent objects at a single feature level,
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which limits their applicability in the aforementioned cases when the target object is either very close or very far, although the unsupervised learning scheme
of Fergus et al. makes an implicit hierarchical representation possible in some
cases. Würtz (1997) presents a hierarchical matching system similar to the one
described here. The main difference between the systems is that in (Würtz, 1997)
the final result consists of matches only on the most fine detail level, whereas the
proposed model matches the features of all levels so that the features of finer levels also affect the coarser features. Furthermore, in this study the dependencies of
the features of various levels are modeled statistically, whereas in (Würtz, 1997)
the constraints placed on the more detailed features are geometrical in nature.
In the model presented here, objects have three levels of detail, ranging from
fine to crude. For example, for a human face the levels are: 1. the outlines of
the eyes, the parts of the nose etc., 2. the eyes, nose, mouth etc., and 3. the face
as a whole. It is assumed that these levels can be represented as a hierarchical
structure where the finer details are grouped with respect to the corresponding
coarser details - for example, the level 1 nose features are arranged around the
level 2 nose feature. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: The multiresolution shape model. The nodes of the solid line mark the level
1 features, the circles the level 2 features, and the asterisk the level 3 feature. Note how
some of the level 2 features are located in perceptually meaningful locations instead of
the geometrical centre of the corresponding level 1 features.

The locations of level 1 features are denoted x i , i ∈ {1..n g }, where i is the
group index and n g the number of groups, the locations of level 2 features with y
and the location of the level 3 feature with z. As in Section 4.3.2, the distributions
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of the feature locations at each detail level are assumed to be Gaussian:
p(x|y) = N (µx + Tx y, 6x )

(5.10)

p(z) = N (µz , 6z ),

(5.12)

p(y|z) = N (µ y + T y z, 6 y )

(5.11)

where µx , µ y , µz , 6x , 6 y , and 6z are the distribution means and covariances,
and Tx and T y are transformation matrices which match the dimensions of the
different detail levels. The level 1 features are combined so that the vectors x i and
µix are stacked as the vectors x and µ x and the covariances 6 xi are combined in
the block diagonal matrix 6 x .
The distribution parameters are learned as in Section 4.3.2 from a set of m
training shapes Y = (Y1 . . . Ym )T so that each training shape contains all feature
locations x, y, z. The distributions of all feature levels are learned separately with
the same approximations as previously, with the result for a single feature level or
group being
p(X|Y) ≈ N(µm ,

3m (κm + 1)
) = N (µ∗ , 6 ∗ ),
(κm (νm − d + 1))

(5.13)

where X is a placeholder for any feature level or group, and the parameters µ m ,
3m , κm , νm , and d are as in Section 4.3.2. With the Gaussian approximation, it is
possible to combine the individual distributions into a single joint Gaussian shape
distribution with mean and covariance

 ∗
µx + Tx µ∗y + Tx T y µ∗z
,
µ∗y + T y µ∗z
(5.14)
µ=
∗
µz

 ∗
6x + Tx 6 y∗ TTx + Tx T y 6z∗ TTy TTx
Tx 6 y∗
Tx T y 6z∗
(Tx 6 y∗ )T
6 y∗ + T y 6z∗ TTy
T y 6z∗ (5.15)
,
6=
∗ T
∗ T
∗
(Tx T y 6z )
(T y 6z )
6z

where µ∗x ,µ∗y ,µ∗z ,6x∗ ,6 y∗ , and 6z∗ are as in Eq. 5.13. Note that this kind of object
model is somewhat equivalent to the graphical model formulation of the nonparametric belief propagation based algorithms (Section 2.3.4): instead of modeling all dependencies of the variables, some of the correlations are intentionally
left out. However, unlike NBP, the multiresolution model is valid in the sense that
the dependencies that are included in the model are correct from the statistical
point of view.
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Multiresolution feature appearance

When Gabor filters are used to model feature appearance, it is rather straightforward to extend the appearance model to multiple resolutions by scaling the spatial
frequency parameter accordingly, since the Gabor filter is self-similar under scaling (Daugman, 1988). Figure 5.3 illustrates this: when the object size is doubled,
the Gabor filter responses remain approximately the same when the frequencies
of the filters are halved. It is thus sufficient to learn the parameters of the feature
appearance model using only one set of frequencies and then filter the observed
image using multiple frequencies. Furthermore, as in the multiresolution object
model there are features of markedly different scales, it makes sense to use different base frequencies for the individual feature levels so that the most detailed
features are learned using large frequencies and the coarser features using smaller
frequencies. However, there is an upper limit on how large frequecies can be used
( f ≥ π is not feasible), which makes it impossible to detect the finest details
when the perceived object is small enough.
When used as a whole, the multiresolution matching model causes little changes
to the matching framework. The multiresolution shape model can be used directly
in place of the simpler model, and the feature appearance model is basically the
same - the only main difference is that the posterior sampling has to be performed
multiple times so that the perceived image is filtered and the likelihoods computed with different base frequencies. Also, as the filter frequencies are changed,
the starting value of the scaling factor naturally has to be changed accordingly as
well. Finally, since in very close views of objects it is likely that some features
are not included in the view, the occlusion model has to be used in conjunction
with the multiresolution matching model. Using the occlusion model also makes
it possible to assess whether there is an object of a particular size in the image by
computing either how many features have effectively been detected or the detection probability via Eq. 5.9.

5.5 Multiple object instances
So far, the proposed matching framework has concentrated on finding a single
instance of the target object class in the perceived image. It is also possible to
extend the system to a multiple-object environment. In theory sequential Monte
Carlo should be able to do this by itself, as it is capable of representing multimodal posteriors. However, in practice (see Section 6.7) only the mode with the
largest posterior mass will survive to the end of the sampling due to the multiple
resamplings, if the number of features is at least somewhat large.
There are numerous ways to augment the model so that it can handle multiple
instances of an object class such as applying data association methods
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Figure 5.3: Gabor filter responses under scale changes. The images in the top two rows
illustrate the amplitude response of a vertical Gabor filter when the size of the target object
changes (the numbers above each image indicate the size of the filtered image). The
bottom row shows the response of the 256 × 256 image when the filter spatial frequency
is halved and doubled. It can be seen that if object scale is halved, the filter responses
remain approximately the same if their frequencies are doubled. Objects of intermediate
size can be matched using the frequencies of either scale.
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from the field of multiple target tracking. In this study a straightforward method
is presented: after one object has been matched, the corresponding area is marked
occluded and the matching procedure is carried out again, until the sum of feature
detection probabilities is deemed low enough. The multiple object case is modeled
by introducing a new indicator variable δ for each pixel of the observed image.
This variable is defined as
δ(u, v) = 1, if pixel (u, v) belongs to the previously matched object(s)

δ(u, v) = 0, if pixel (u, v) does not belong to the previously matched object(s)
Now, as in the regular occlusion case, the marginal posterior of the feature locations is computed by integrating over this variable:
R
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ) = p(xi , δ(u, v)|T, xi , G, Y, γi0 )dδ(u, v) =
p(xi |d(u, v), T, xi , G, Y, γi0 )P(d(u, v)) +
p(xi |d̄(u, v), T, xi , G, Y, γi0 )P(d̄(u, v)),

(5.16)

where d(u, v) indicates δ(u, v) = 1 and d̄(u, v) indicates δ(u, v) = 0. The pixels
for which δ(u, v) = 1 are assumed to be occluded with probability 1, whereas
the pixels for which δ(u, v) = 0 are handled as before. By applying Eq. 5.6 the
model becomes
p(xi |T, xi , G, Y, γi0 ) ∝

[( p(Ti |xi , gi , Vi )P(Vi |γi0 ) + p(Ti |xi , gi , V̄i )P( V̄i |γi0 ))P(d̄(u, v)) +
p(Ti |xi , gi , V̄i )P( V̄i |γi0 )P(d(u, v))] p(x i |xi , Y).

(5.17)

The probabilities P(d(u, v)) and P(d̄(u, v)) are assigned manually according to
some suitable criterion. For example, in the interior of the object that was matched
first P(d(u, v)) can be set to unity, with a quick decay to zero around the edges.

5.6 Sampling considerations
The proposed extensions to the matching framework make the resulting posteriors rather more complicated than those of the basic model presented in Chapter
2. This necessitates extensions of the sampling algorithms, also. Especially the
occlusion model makes the sampling more difficult due to the increased witch’s
hat nature of the resulting posteriors. In this section the capabilities of the various
samplers are reanalyzed and the required extensions discussed.

5.6 Sampling considerations

5.6.1
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MCMC algorithms

As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be used to
sample from any kind of posterior, no matter how it is parametrized. The main
difficulty with using Metropolis-Hastings is constructing an efficient proposal distribution - for example, when the full covariance shape prior is utilized, using the
standard proposal in which the parameters are uncorrelated will lead to a large
sample rejection rate. Instead, it makes sense to use the prior, multiplied by a suitable small constant, such as 0.1, as the proposal so that the proposed graph shapes
are sensible from the shape model’s point of view. Another problem is the peaked
nature of the likelihood, as it also can cause a large rejection rate if the proposed
feature locations miss the peaks. This can be addressed by filtering the likelihood
with a low-pass filter so that the peaks are flattened. Furthermore, Metropolis initialization is problematic, as the initial joint probability of the feature grid should
be larger than zero. In practice this can be addressed by adding a small value to
all the likelihood fields, which is equivalent to using the occlusion model.
In the Gibbs sampling algorithm, there are no tunable parameters or distributions - as long as the conditional distributions can be computed, the sampler is
very straightforward to define. As to the general problems of Gibbs sampling, solutions to the mode-switching question (Section 2.3.5) include approaches such as
reparametrization and adding artificial transition modes Gilks et al. (1996). Another proposal is the K -adventurers algorithm of Tu and Zhu (2002), which prunes
the solutions produced by a reversible jump MCMC framework. The problem is
that with very high-dimensional and correlated distributions such as the ones encountered in object matching, these solutions are often infeasible or computationally too demanding.
The difficulties arising from the curse of dimensionality (the witch’s hat problem) have received much less attention in the literature. A sequential parallel tempering algorithm has been proposed which divides the high-dimensional problem
into a sequence of subsystems which are then simulated using MCMC methods so
that the information obtained from the low-dimensional systems is used to guide
the simulation of the high-dimensional system Liang (2003). However, using
Gibbs sampling in multiple nested problems is computationally very costly. As
will be seen in Chapter 6, the curse of dimensionality is a major obstacle to analyzing the distributions produced by the proposed system with Gibbs sampling.

5.6.2

Sequential Monte Carlo

Similar to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, sequential Monte Carlo samplers
require that a proposal distribution is specified. The target posterior distribution
at each sampling step is given by Eq. 5.6 (inserting P( V̄i ) = 0 yields the noocclusion matching model). If a feature is visible in the image, the corresponding
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likelihood is peaked, and a reasonable proposal is the likelihood itself. If a feature
is not visible, the likelihood is flat, and it would be preferable to use the prior as
the proposal. In SMC the proposal distribution may be chosen rather freely, as
long as the particles are weighted correctly according to Eq. 2.24. One solution is
to use a mixture proposal distribution composed of both the prior and likelihood
terms:
π(θk+1 |y, θk ) = φp(y|θk+1 ) + (1 − φ) p(θk+1 |θk ),
(5.18)
where φ is the mixing ratio between the two proposals (Fox et al., 2001). In
this study, the mixing ratio is chosen adaptively by examining the ratio of the
“detection” and “no-detection” likelihood masses (see Eq. 5.6) in some search
area A around the prior mean:
φ = 1 − exp(1 − R),

(5.19)

where
R=P

P

Ti ∈A

p(Ti |xi , gi , Vi )P(Vi )

Ti ∈A [ p(Ti |x i , gi , Vi )P(Vi )

+ p(Ti |xi , gi , V̄i )P( V̄i )]

.

(5.20)

Selecting a “reasonable” search area, for example 3σ , also decreases the computational load greatly. In practice Eq. 5.19 causes the proposal to be equal to
the likelihood when there is significant likelihood mass in the searching area and
equal to the prior when the likelihood mass is low. This is illustrated in Figure
5.4. To summarize, the samples are drawn using Eq. 5.18 and weighted with
wk+1 =

p(y|θk+1 ) p(θk+1 |θk )
.
φp(y|θk+1 ) + (1 − φ) p(θk+1 |θk )

(5.21)

In order to reduce the increase of variance of the weights induced by the resampling step, deterministic resampling was used as the resampling algorithm
(Kitagawa, 1996), and to ensure that the variance of the weights remained at an
acceptable level, the effective number of particles was monitored (Kong et al.,
1994). When the occlusion model is used, it is not known which features are visible and which are not, and hence the matching order of the features is randomized
j
over the particles. This is done by maintaining a feature matching order list J t for
each particle and randomly assigning each particle a feature from its list of unmatched features after the resampling step. As the occluded features have lower
likelihood values and thus lower posterior probabilities than the visible ones, they
receive lower weights, which causes them to have larger chance of getting eliminated during resampling. Hence, the visible features are (mostly) matched first.
The first feature in the sequence is drawn directly from the corresponding likelihood field, implying a flat prior over the whole image. The sequential sampling
process is summarized in the following:

5.6 Sampling considerations
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Figure 5.4: The adaptive proposal distribution. In both images, two visible features have
been matched: the corner of the eye and the corner of the mouth, marked with an ’o’.
The red graphs show the mean of the conditional prior given the locations of the two
features. The contours show the proposal distribution for the third feature to be matched:
the visible point close to the tip of the ear in the image on the left and the occluded eye
corner in the image on the right. The proposal for the visible feature is dominated by its
very sharp likelihood, away from the prior, while the proposal for the occluded feature in
practice equals its conditional prior.

j

1. Initialization: Assign first features to be matched, J1 = j mod N . For
j
j = 1 to n, draw θ1 from the corresponding likelihood p(Ti |xi , gi , Vi ), i =
j
j
J1 , evaluated for all pixels of the image. Assign J2 randomly from 1...N so
j
j
that J2 6= J1 , and set t = 2.
j

2. SMC sampling: For j = 1 to n, draw θt according to Eq. (5.18) and
j
j
compute the weight wt according to Eq. (5.21) using i = Jt as the feature
index.
3. Resampling: Normalize the weights wt and resample n particles according
j
j
to them. Set wt = 1/n and assign Jt+1 randomly from from 1...N so that
j
j
Jt+1 6= J1...t . Set t = t + 1 and go to step 2.
It should be noted that when the particles have different feature matching sequences, the normalization of the weights is not strictly correct from the theoretical point of view. At t = N the particles all represent the joint distribution of all
features, but when t < N the particles correspond to different random variables
and there is no single distribution which would be represented by the particles
and the weights. If a resampling step is not performed, this is not a problem, as
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then the weights are not normalized until t = N . With resampling, the erroneus
normalization causes an increase in the variance of the final estimates, since it can
happen that sequences with small weights early in the sequence and large weights
late in the sequence are eliminated in the early stages of the sampling. However,
at t = N the parameters in all particles have been drawn from the target distribution even if resampling is employed. A similar problem is encountered in target
tracking when nearest neighbor-type methods are used for data association: the
weights of particles conditioned on different measurements are not in principle
normalizable. Rigorous data association methods such as the joint probability
data association (JPDA) method have been presented in tracking literature, but
these have their own problems such as the combinatorial explosion (Karlsson and
Gustafsson, 2001).

Chapter 6

Evaluation of performance
6.1 Introduction
Chapters 2-5 have described the proposed matching model and its components:
the Gabor filter-based feature appearance model, the object shape models (the hierarchical prior and the full covariance prior), and the sampling methods (Metropolis, Gibbs, and SMC sampling), as well as the various extensions to the basic
matching model: the occlusion model, the multiresolution model, and the multiple object model. To form the complete object matching system, Eq. 3.13 is used
to model the visual appearance of the features, and the samplers and priors are
combined in the following ways:
• Sequential Monte Carlo (Section 2.3.3), full covariance prior (Section 4.3.2)
• Gibbs sampling (Section 2.3.2), common-variance hierachical prior (Section 4.2.1, Eqs. 4.4 - 4.7)
• Gibbs sampling, full covariance prior
• Metropolis algorithm (Section 2.3.2), full covariance prior
The occlusion model (Section 5.3), and hence the multiple object model (Section
5.5), can be used with any of the combinations, while the multiresolution matching model (Section 5.4) is only usable with sequential sampling. In principle it
would be possible to use the hierarchical prior with SMC and Metropolis, as well,
but the results are clearly inferior to Gibbs. This is because the benefit of the hierachical prior is the adaptation of the σ parameter according to Eq. 4.7, which is
applicable only when using Gibbs sampling.
In this section, the matching results obtained by the various versions of the
system are presented and compared with existing solutions to the object matching
problem. In addition to this, some central practical implementation details are
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discussed. The chapter concludes by analyzing the dynamical facial expression
model proposed in Section 4.5.

6.2 Sensitivity to parameters
The proposed matching model contains a number of parameters whose values
have to be assigned more or less arbitrarily according to the quality of the training
images and other factors. In the Gabor filter-based feature appearance model the
tunable parameters are the number of filters, their directions and frequencies, and
the regularization term G of the response distributions (Eq. 3.12). In the hierarchical graph prior there are no tuneable parameters; however, the full covariance
model has the prior scale 30 as well as the degrees of freedom ν0 and prior measurements κ0 as parameters (Eqs. 4.21 and 4.23). The occlusion model adds the
prior detection probability P(Ni |γi0 ).
The proposed system is not very sensitive to the values of the parameters. The
most important with regard to performance are the regularization term  G and the
shape model prior parameters 30 , ν0 and κ0 . G determines the steepness of the
likelihood; low values lead to very peaked likelihood fields, while higher values
spread the likelihood mass more. If the training images are of poor quality, it is
preferable to raise the value of this constant so that small peaks of the likelihood
are included in the fields. For good-quality training images, suitable  G values are
in the 0.01 . . . 0.1 range. 30 , ν0 , and κ0 together with the training data control
the width of the shape prior, that is, the extent of the allowed deviations from the
mean. The values of these parameters are determined by how different the training
data are expected to be from the observed novel shapes - in principle the prior
should be as tight as possible to eliminate spurious matches due to clutter. With 58
features, suitable values for these parameters are in the 30 = 10 . . . 100, ν0 ≈ 100
range, with κ0 set to 1. The values of the other parameters are less significant; filter
parameter values were assigned such that there were 3 frequencies (usually π/4,
π/8, π/16, and globally scaled in multiresolution matching) and 6 orientations
(0, π/6, π/3, π/2, 2π/3, 5π/6). P(Vi |γi0 ) was set to 0.5 when the occlusion
model was used.
Besides the parameters related to the actual matching model, the parameters
of the sampling algorithms also affect the matching performance of the system.
The effect of initialization of the samplers is discussed in Section 6.8. Another
important parameter is the number of MCMC samples or SMC particles. In the
case of MCMC, the numbers of samples were selected to be large enough to that
the chain would seem to converge in half the total number of samples, after which
the first half could be discarded as burn-in. To retain comparability, the number
of SMC particles was chosen so that the computational cost of the algorithms was
approximately the same. In practice the values were n ≈ 1000 samples for Gibbs
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sampling, n ≈ 5000 samples for Metropolis, and n ≈ 1000 particles for SMC.

6.3 Data sets and matching details
Three different data sets were used to evaluate the performance of the system:
the IMM-DTU database (Stegmann, 2002), a database of automatically generated
artificial head images generated by Marco Müller using the Facegen software
(http://www.facegen.com/) and kindly provided by Rolf Würtz, and the BioID
database (Jesorsky et al., 2001) annotated by David Cristinacce and Kola Babalola
of the University of Manchester. In all databases, the target object class was the
human face, which is a good test class due to the large variability in both feature appearance and object shape. The IMM-DTU database contains 37 images
with 58 annotated feature locations, the Facegen database 1000 images with 52
feature locations. and the BioID database 1521 images with 20 feature locations.
The datasets are illustrated in Figure 6.1. Additional pictures taken with a digital
camera were also used in the testing.
IMM−DTU

Facegen

BioID

Figure 6.1: The various data sets used in the testing of the system. The images on the left
are from the IMM-DTU database, the images in the center from the Facegen database,
and the images on the right from the BioID database.

The matching process was different for the various data sets. For the Facegen
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and BioID databases, 50 images were selected as training data and the rest were
used for testing. This was not possible for the IMM-DTU database due to the
low number of images, and hence the testing was carried out using leave-one-out
cross-validation, so that each facial image was matched in turn by using the other
36 images as the training set. For the digital camera images, the whole IMM-DTU
database was used as the training data.
The system was tested with unoccluded objects, occluded objects, objects with
greatly varying scale, as well as with images containing multiple object instances.
The matching error was assessed by estimating the posterior mean from the samples and computing the Euclidean point-to-point error (P2P) and the point-tocurve error (P2C) (measuring the Euclidean distance from the closest curve point)
from the manual annotations.

6.4 Unoccluded objects
For unoccluded objects, all three databases were used. Gabor filters were used
to model feature appearance, and object shape was modeled with the hierarchical
graph prior with a common variance parameter and the full covariance prior. The
resulting posteriors were analyzed by sampling with the Metropolis, Gibbs and
sequential Monte Carlo algorithms as applicable. The performance of the system
was compared with the AAM framework implementation of Stegmann (2002)
for the IMM-DTU database and with the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching system
(Wiskott et al., 1997) for all databases.
Both the case where all features were presumed to be detected (P(Vi ) = 1)
and the one where the possibility of occlusion was included (P(Vi ) = 0.5) were
considered, except for Metropolis, as described in Section 5.6.1. P2P and P2C
error values and their standard deviations for the different databases are shown
in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, and some sample matches are shown in Figures 6.2,
6.3, and 6.4. In the tables, for many algorithms there are two entries: one for
converged results and one for all images. In the entries for converged results, the
matches which converged into an incorrect mode have been manually removed.
With the IMM-DTU database, Metropolis sampling and Elastic Bunch Graph
Matching perform slightly worse than the other algorithms, whose results are
more or less equivalent, except Gibbs sampling with the full covariance prior,
which slightly outperforms the others. This is as expected - as there is only a
single face in each image, the joint posterior should be unimodal and the Gibbs
sampler utilizing the object shape model should obtain the best results due to
its mode-exploring capabilities. Including the possibility of occlusion increases
witch’s hat nature of the distribution, which causes Gibbs sampling to fail sometimes.
The images of the Facegen database are rather easy to match: the features
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Table 6.1: Matching results for different systems with unoccluded objects, IMM-DTU
database. P2P is the point-to-point error and P2C is the point-to-curve error in pixels.
P(Vi ) is the prior probability of occlusion.

Sampling algorithm and prior

P2P error

P2C error

5.45 ± 1.28

2.81 ± 0.82

SMC, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 1

P(Vi ) = 0.5

5.52 ± 1.46

2.82 ± 0.99

P(Vi ) = 1

5.46 ± 1.55

2.69 ± 0.93

Gibbs, hierarchical prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5

5.34 ± 1.40

2.78 ± 0.87

P(Vi ) = 1

4.84 ± 1.35

2.57 ± 1.10

Gibbs, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=31)
P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

Metropolis, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=33)
P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

4.43 ± 0.84

2.39 ± 0.68

6.24 ± 1.80

3.58 ± 1.37

6.16 ± 1.75

3.15 ± 1.05

5.74 ± 1.18

3.04 ± 0.75

13.7 ± 21.5

6.88 ± 2.57

10.3 ± 18.6

4.11 ± 2.03

Matching system
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
All images
AAM
Grayscale
Color

5.54 ± 1.18

2.93 ± 0.81

are almost identical in the different images, and there is no background clutter.
This is reflected in the matching errors, which are very low. Here the Gibbs sampler with the full covariance again slightly outperforms the other algorithms, with
Metropolis obtaining the worst results.
The images of the BioID database are clearly the most difficult of the three
due to variations in lighting, expression, and pose. As a result, the errors are
rather high, and there are numerous occasions where the sampling algorithms have
failed to converge. Sequential sampling is clearly the most robust algorithm with
over 90% convergence rates with and without the occlusion model. The next best
is Gibbs sampling with the hierarchical prior, followed by Elastic Bunch Graph
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Sequential

Gibbs, hierarchical

Gibbs, full covariance

Figure 6.2: Sample matching results, IMM-DTU database. The image on the left has
been matched with the sequential sampler, the center image with the Gibbs sampler and
the hierarchical prior, and the image on the right with the Gibbs sampler and the full
covariance prior. The yellow graphs show the sample means and the red graphs the manually annotated locations. Note how the hierarchical prior has been unable to capture the
rotation of the face.

Sequential

Gibbs, hierarchical

Gibbs, full covariance

Figure 6.3: Sample matching results, Facegen database. The image on the left has been
matched with the sequential sampler, the center image with the Gibbs sampler and the
hierarchical prior, and the image on the right with the Gibbs sampler and the full covariance prior. The yellow dots mark the sample means, while the red dots are the annotated
feature positions. There are very few differences in the matching results.

Matching and Metropolis. As can be expected for such a difficult dataset, Gibbs
sampling with the full covariance prior obtains the worst results due to both multimodality and the witch’s hat problem. An interesting detail is that for converged
runs, EBGM obtains the most accurate matching results. This is probably due to
the differences in the feature appearance model; EBGM can express much more
variation in feature appearance than the Gaussian model utilized by the proposed
matching system.
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Table 6.2: Matching results for different systems with unoccluded objects, Facegen
database. P2P is the point-to-point error in pixels.

Sampling algorithm and prior

P2P error

SMC, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 1

1.92 ± 0.41

P(Vi ) = 0.5

1.87 ± 0.35

P(Vi ) = 1

1.78 ± 0.69

Gibbs, hierarchical prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5

1.68 ± 0.45

P(Vi ) = 1

1.47 ± 0.43

Gibbs, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5

1.38 ± 0.30

P(Vi ) = 0.5

2.27 ± 0.57

Metropolis, full covariance prior

Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
1.73 ± 0.34

All images
Sequential

Gibbs, hierarchical

Gibbs, full covariance

Figure 6.4: Sample matching results, BioID database. The image on the left has been
matched with the sequential sampler, the center image with the Gibbs sampler and the hierarchical prior, and the image on the right with the Gibbs sampler and the full covariance
prior. The yellow crosses mark the sample means, while the red crosses are the annotated
feature positions. Despite scale, lighting and expression differences (compare with Figure
6.1), all samplers have converged to the correct mode.
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Table 6.3: Matching results for different systems with unoccluded objects, BioID
database. P2P is the point-to-point error in pixels. The total number of test images was
n = 1471.

Sampling algorithm and prior

P2P error

SMC, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 1, converged (n=1394)

4.56 ± 1.53

P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=1362)

4.19 ± 1.52

P(Vi ) = 1, all images

P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

Gibbs, hierarchical prior

6.06 ± 10.5

6.34 ± 10.8

P(Vi ) = 1, converged (n=1175)

4.10 ± 1.75

P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=992)

3.37 ± 1.48

P(Vi ) = 1, all images

P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

Gibbs, full covariance prior

9.35 ± 13.7

18.1 ± 25.3

P(Vi ) = 1, converged (n=763)

4.73 ± 1.99

P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=651)

4.51 ± 2.02

P(Vi ) = 1, all images

P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

Metropolis, full covariance prior
P(Vi ) = 0.5, converged (n=859)
P(Vi ) = 0.5, all images

18.2 ± 19.3

32.4 ± 28.6

5.16 ± 2.05

15.2 ± 15.1

Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
Converged (n=862)
All images

3.02 ± 0.68

43.5 ± 53.5

Note that for all datasets, including the occlusion model for all-visible objects
does not increase the matching errors of the particle filter and the hierarchical
prior Gibbs matching greatly. This is encouraging, as in practice it is not possible
to assume that all features of an object are detected.
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6.5 Occluded objects
The occlusion model was tested with both simulated and real occlusions. For the
simulated occlusions, the IMM-DTU database was used due to the good quality of
the images and the large number of annotations. The occlusions were generated
for each image by replacing parts of the target image with another photograph.
Sample results from matching the artificially occluded objects are shown in Figure
6.5. Quantitatively the system was tested by using the same occlusion - a halfocclusion, see the first column of Figure 6.5 - for all the images. The occlusions
were assumed independent, so that the regular structure of the occlusion was not
utilized in any way. In practice over half of the features could be considered
occluded, as the Gabor filter responses of the features close to the occluded area
are greatly affected by the edge of the occlusion. The effect of the occlusion to
the matching error of the visible features, the occluded features, and the mean
error of all features was measured. Furthermore, the weighted average of the
feature errors with the detection probabilities as the weights was computed. For
comparison, the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching system, which does not contain
an occlusion model, was also used to match the images. The results are shown in
Table 6.4.
In the images with artificial occlusions, Gibbs sampling with the full covariance prior fails completely - it converged to the correct mode only in 15 of the 37
images. The performance of Metropolis is approximately equal to Elastic Bunch
Graph Matching, which does not use any kind of occlusion model. For the sequential system and the Gibbs sampler with the hierarchical prior, the increase
in error of the visible features is very small. The matching error of the occluded
features as well as the mean error of all the features are higher, as can be expected, since their locations are predicted using only the visible features. For this
kind of simple artificial occlusions, the Gibbs sampler with the hierarchical prior
slightly outperforms the sequential system. By analyzing the MCMC energies of
the Gibbs samplers, it was concluded that the performance differences of Gibbs
samplers with different priors were due to the witch’s hat nature of the target posterior. With the full covariance prior, the sampler would at first converge towards
the correct mode, but would then start to wander and fail to converge. The sampler utilizing the hierarchical prior avoids this as the prior width automatically
decreases as the sampler converges, making this wandering off-phenomenon less
likely.
The images with real occlusions were taken with a digital camera in uncontrolled office lighting conditions. All 37 IMM-DTU images were used as the
training data, and some matching results are shown in Figure 6.6. Here only the
sequential system was used, as both Gibbs samplers would get stuck in incorrect
modes more often than half the time. This is due to the increased multimodality
of the target posterior due to clutter.
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Figure 6.5: Matching results for images with simulated occlusions for the sequential
system. In the top row, the light graphs are the sample means and the dark graphs the
ground truth. In the bottom row, the light grids are again the sample means. The dark plus
signs represent samples for which the probability of feature detection is above 0.5, and the
light dots samples for which the probability is below 0.5. Note how even in occluded areas
some features are considered detected, and in visible areas some features are considered
occluded. Also, as no model for the geometrical properties of the occlusion is included,
the system is able to match the objects with several different kinds of occlusions.

For the sequential sampler, the results are promising: in the IMM-DTU images (see Figures 3.11, 4.2 and 6.5) used as the training data the lighting conditions and image quality are very different from the test images, and still the system performs well in most cases. For these images no ground truth was available,
which is why the results are demonstrated only visually.

6.6 Multiresolution matching
The multiresolution matching model was tested with the IMM-DTU database and
images taken with a digital camera. 9 base frequencies with half an octave spacing were used. Only the sequential sampler was used, as Gibbs sampling and
Metropolis algorithms with the full covariance prior did not work very well with
the occlusion model even in the standard setting, and since for very large objects
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Table 6.4: Matching results for objects with artificial occlusions, IMM-DTU database.
P2P is the point-to-point error and P2C is the point-to-curve error in pixels. The weighted
error denotes the weighted average of the individual feature errors with the feature detection probabilities as weights.

Sampling algorithm and prior

P2P error

P2C error

5.85 ± 1.56

2.94 ± 0.96

SMC, full covariance prior
Visible features
Occluded features
All features
Weighted error
Gibbs, hierarchical prior
Visible features
Occluded features
All features
Weighted error
Gibbs, full covariance prior
Visible features
Occluded features
All features
Weighted error
Metropolis, full covariance prior
Visible features
Occluded features
All features
Weighted error

8.26 ± 2.33

4.78 ± 1.66

5.37 ± 1.03

2.66 ± 0.72

5.47 ± 1.63

2.62 ± 0.95

7.14 ± 1.72

3.92 ± 1.19

6.71 ± 1.98

4.28 ± 1.37

4.36 ± 1.37

2.27 ± 0.81

24.1 ± 25.8

20.9 ± 21.5

6.14 ± 1.54

3.51 ± 1.04

27.7 ± 23.8

19.1 ± 22.5

11.8 ± 15.0

7.30 ± 10.8

7.53 ± 3.82

3.66 ± 1.76

26.0 ± 24.7

22.5 ± 20.8

14.7 ± 6.23

8.41 ± 3.48

6.82 ± 2.83

3.26 ± 1.12

7.89 ± 2.60

3.88 ± 1.91

11.4 ± 4.82

6.20 ± 2.55

Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
Visible features
Occluded features
All features

14.5 ± 2.58

11.4 ± 2.15

10.0 ± 2.11

7.16 ± 1.58

some of the features can be located outside the image, the occlusion model has
to be used. The Gibbs sampler with the hierarchical prior was not considered
since the purpose behind the multiresolution matching scheme is the novel shape
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Figure 6.6: Matching results for images with real occlusions. The graphs show the sample means. The dark portions of the graphs denote features with detection probabilities
below 0.5, and the light portions features with detection probabilities above 0.5. The results are promising: most features are matched correctly, although there are errors both in
the locations of the features as well as their detection statuses.

covariance structure. Figure 6.7 shows a set of matching results, so that in each
image the result with the highest number of effectively detected features is shown.
Table 6.5 presents the matching errors over all 37 images and the 6 different object
sizes illustrated in Figure 6.7, and Table 6.6 shows the relative errors with object
size adjusted to 100%.
Even though the model is in principle weaker than the standard full covariance model, as some of the dependencies between the feature locations are not
modeled, the increase in matching error when matching the 100% size object is
very small. As can be expected, the absolute error increases when the scale increases, and the relative error decreases - with smaller images, it becomes harder
and sometimes impossible to detect some of the features and hence there is less
information to guide the matching.
The system was tested also with real images, with the IMM-DTU database as
the training data. Some results are shown in Figure 6.8 - again the different size
object are robustly matched even though the training data is different from the test
data.
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Table 6.5: Multiresolution matching results for objects of different size, IMM-DTU
database, absolute error. P2P is the point-to-point error and P2C is the point-to-curve
error in pixels.

Object size with respect to training data
12%
20%
35%
59%
100%
219%, visible features
219%, all features

P2P error

P2C error

1.26 ± 0.37

0.82 ± 0.30

2.48 ± 0.62

1.40 ± 0.51

2.02 ± 1.24
3.44 ± 0.69

5.86 ± 1.08

10.1 ± 3.42

17.4 ± 6.55

1.31 ± 0.87
1.81 ± 0.60

3.04 ± 0.80

6.15 ± 1.54

11.2 ± 4.59

Table 6.6: Multiresolution matching results for objects of different size, IMM-DTU
database, relative error. P2P is the point-to-point error and P2C is the point-to-curve
error in pixels.

Object size with respect to training data
12%
20%
35%
59%
100%
219%, visible features
219%, all features

P2P error

P2C error

10.8 ± 3.14

7.02 ± 2.58

7.05 ± 1.75

3.98 ± 1.45

10.3 ± 6.33
5.88 ± 1.18

5.86 ± 1.08

5.06 ± 1.56

7.94 ± 2.99

6.69 ± 4.44
3.08 ± 1.02

3.04 ± 0.80

2.81 ± 0.70

5.12 ± 2.10
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Figure 6.7: A set of matches with objects of different sizes. The graphs show the mean
of the samples obtained using the base resolution with the largest number of effectively
detected features.

6.7 Multiple object instances
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Figure 6.8: A set of matched objects in real-world conditions. Again, the shown graphs
are obtained using the base resolution with the largest number of effectively detected
features.

6.7 Multiple object instances
As discussed in Chapter 5, the sequential sampler should in principle be able to
match multiple instances of an object class simply by representing the whole multimodal posterior. To demonstrate this, the system was tested on a composite
image with multiple faces. Figure 6.9 shows an intermediate result when three
features (in random order) have been matched. The sequential scheme finds all
the major modes of the posterior distribution - this would be simply impossible for MCMC-based sampling methods or approaches such as AAM, for which
the changing of mode is very improbable. When all features are matched, also
sequential matching will result in all particles being located in the mode of the
posterior with the largest probability mass due to the mass differences being large
in the joint posterior.
The model of Figure 6.9 is designed for the matching of a single object: the
modes simply indicate where the one face could be. By utilizing the model presented in Section 5.5, all the objects can be matched without problem via repeated
sampling, which is illustrated in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.
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Figure 6.9: Matching with multiple object instances, no multiple-object model. The
image is formed by combining 4 facial images into a single image, which leads to a joint
posterior with four major modes. 3 features were matched, and all 4 modes are included
in the particle representation. Note the difference in the number of particles from different
modes. The light graphs represent the prior mean.

6.8 Initialization
It is important to note that the results of AAM and the MCMC sampling algorithms are sensitive to their initialization - poor initialization leads to poor results.
For AAM, Stegmann (2002) used an initial displacement of 10% in x and y relative to the width and height of the object, which is a rather well-informed initial guess, although it should be noted that more robust initialization schemes for
AAM have been proposed (Edwards et al., 1999). The initial displacement for the
Gibbs and Metropolis samplers was about the same. To demonstrate the problems
Gibbs sampling has with poor initalization, the Gibbs sampler with the full covariance prior was tested with a markedly larger initial displacement, with the result
in Figure 6.12. With the usual initialization, the matching error for this image is
about 4.5 pixels (P2P)/1.8 pixels (P2C). Here the errors are 10.4/5.2 pixels, for
a clear reason: the chin features have stayed in their initial incorrect mode. The
sequential algorithm and, to a lesser extent, Gibbs sampling with the hierarchical
prior do not suffer from initialization problems - SMC because no initialization
is needed as the first feature is simply drawn from its likelihood, the hierarchical
prior because it automatically enlarges the prior width when the match is poor
(that is, when the graph is very dissimilar from the prior). However, even with the
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Figure 6.10: Matching with multiple object instances using the multiple object model.
The matching has been performed 4 times, with the sample means depicted by the yellow,
red, blue, and green graphs. The corresponding numbers of effectively detected features
were approximately 55, 52, 50 and 49. After the fifth run, this value dropped to 10.

hierarchical prior, the starting point of the Gibbs algorithm in the parameter space
must still be in the neighborhood of the correct mode.

6.9 Computational requirements
At the present stage, the proposed system is very demanding computationally, as
are all sampling-based schemes. Due to Gabor filtering, the computation of the
feature appearance model and the likelihood fields takes about 2 minutes on a
regular Pentium IV PC, and with an unoptimized MATLAB implementation, the
sequential matching of a single image takes about 3 minutes. The multiresolution
and multiple object models are computationally even more demanding, as they
require that the entire matching process is performed multiple times.
In the case of sequential Monte Carlo, the computational cost could be lowered by parallelization, as the particles are independent except during resampling.
As its execution time is linear in the number of particles, parallelization of the sequential algorithm would reduce the computational load dramatically. The Gibbs
and Metropolis algorithms are not parallelizable, since in accordance with their
Markov chain nature they use the whole sample from the previous time step to
produce the new sample.
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Figure 6.11: Matching with multiple object instances using the multiple object model,
real image. The yellow graph represents the sample mean of the first run of the sampler, and the red graph the sample mean of the second run of the sampler with the area
around the first mean marked occluded. The number of effectively detected features was
approximately 46 after both runs. After a third run this value dropped to 11.

Figure 6.12: Gibbs sampling matching failure with poor initialization. The image on the
left shows the initial position of the object graph, while the image on the right shows the
matching result. The features of the chin have clearly stuck in the wrong mode of the
posterior.
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6.10 Analysis of the facial expression model
To analyze and assess the capabilities of the facial expression model presented
in Section 4.5, a set of reconstruction-related tests was performed. The shape
and expression bases were computed using the measured tracking results and the
principal components inspected visually. The first two expression principal components are illustrated in Figure 6.13. The measured tracks were then projected
onto the obtained bases and the coordinates analyzed to see whether the assumed
separability of person-dependent shape and person-independent expression held.
Some projection coordinate plots are shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. It would
seem that the separability assumption holds: the shape space coordinates remain
in most cases approximately equal for the same person, while the expression space
coordinates are similar for the same expression.

Figure 6.13: The first two expression principal components. The components are shown
at time steps t = 1, t = 1/2t f and t = t f . The first component (row 1) is mainly related
to opening of the mouth, while the second component (row 2) seems to be a smile.

The actual reconstruction was done by projecting the measured tracks into the
shape and expression spaces and then back to the original track space to obtain
the reconstructed tracks X∗ ,
X∗ = 1 ⊗ (m + SST X1 ) + EET X.

(6.1)
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Figure 6.14: First six shape space coordinates for the 60 initial graphs X1 . The x-axis is
the person index from 1 to 6. Each image corresponds to a single principal component
with 10 coordinate instances for each person. The dashed lines indicate change of person.
In most cases, the persons are clearly distinct from one another, and the coordinates are
similar for the same person.

15 principal components were used for the shape space and 6 for the expression
space. In both cases this amounted to ca. 99% of the total variance. The original and reconstructed tracks were compared both visually and numerically. Two
sample reconstructions are shown in Figure 6.16, and Table 6.7 contains mean
reconstruction errors per unit of scale (see Section 5.2) (for the unscaled size
256 × 256 training data the scale was around 50). In Figure 6.16 the textures were
obtained by morphing the time-corresponding original frame according to the reconstructed graph with the feature-based image morphing algorithm of Beier and
Neely (1992).
The reconstruction results are rather promising: visually, the reconstructed
expressions are easily recognizable and contain little distortion, and the numerical
errors are low - for the original data, the mean error is below 2 pixels for most
cases.
The model has several practical applications. In its probabilistic form (Eq.
4.30) the model can be used directly as a prior in expression-dependent object
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Figure 6.15: First six expression space coordinates for the six basic expressions. The xaxis is principal component index. Each line corresponds to a single expression instance.
The expressions are similar to each other across persons, although there are differences,
too. For example, the coordinates for the expressions of happiness show more similarity than the expressions of fear. The similar situation is encountered in everyday life expressions of happiness are much more alike than expressions of fear.

matching. Furthermore, the obtained expressions could be implemented on a
Talking Head model (Frydrych et al., 2003). The proposed model includes the
dynamics of the expressions, and hence should be an improvement over the previously used expression model. Another interesting research topic is to compare
the obtained expression principal components (Fig. 6.13) and FACS action units
(Ekman et al., 1978) to see whether there is any systematic correspondence.
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Table 6.7: Mean reconstruction error per unit of scale. t denotes the time step, and t f
marks the last image of a stream.

Expression
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness (mouth open)
Happiness (mouth closed)
Sadness
Surprise
Happiness + surprise
Happiness + disgust
Mouth opening
All expressions

t =1
0.0070
0.0071
0.0082
0.0069
0.0061
0.0073
0.0071
0.0072
0.0078
0.0063
0.0071

t = 1/2t f
0.0267
0.0225
0.0274
0.0250
0.0246
0.0240
0.0265
0.0337
0.0282
0.0221
0.0261

t = tf
0.0353
0.0296
0.0353
0.0336
0.0356
0.0311
0.0322
0.0411
0.0385
0.0258
0.0338

t = {1...t f }
0.0214
0.0198
0.0221
0.0208
0.0212
0.0206
0.0229
0.0251
0.0246
0.0174
0.0216
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Figure 6.16: Reconstruction results for the “happiness (mouth closed)” (upper two rows)
and “surprise” (lower two rows) expressions. The depicted time steps are t = 1, t =
1/2t f and t = t f . The thinner graphs show the original data and the thicker graphs the
reconstructed expressions, while the images show the results of morphing the video frame
corresponding to the time step according to the reconstructed graph. The expressions are
clearly recognizable, and there are few distortions.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
This thesis has presented a Bayesian probabilistic framework for the visual matching of objects and their pertinent features. Novel models and methods have been
introduced for various parts of the matching problem: feature appearance, object
shape, and analysis of the resulting posterior distributions. The statistical model
for Gabor filter responses is robust against changes in feature appearance and
allows the direct computation of pixel likelihoods instead of relying on an intermediate ad hoc transformation from feature similarity to likelihood. The various
object shape priors are used to facilitate the matching in different situations: the
hierarchical prior can be used even when there is very little training data available, as the deviations from the mean are assumed independent and their extent
is estimated from the observed image, while the full covariance prior is suitable
for object classes with specific structural variations and of which there are many
examples available. The sampling algorithms, as applied to the object matching
problem, also serve different purposes. Sequential Monte Carlo outperforms the
other methods when the posterior distribution is multimodal or otherwise difficult, Gibbs sampling is superb at exploring single modes of the posterior, whereas
Metropolis-Hastings can be used no matter how the posterior is parametrized.
In addition to the basic model and the contributions to its various parts, the
thesis has introduced extensions to the matching model to deal with situations
such as occlusion, large global scale changes, and multiple object instances. All
of these are handled by altering the probability model to accommodate for the
changed matching environment instead of utilizing ad hoc, situation-dependent
approaches. This is a key advantage of the Bayesian approach to object matching: the main pieces of the puzzle and their analysis are always the same, and if
something changes, it is enough to deal with the change in the corresponding module, not rewrite the whole algorithm. Another advantage of the Bayesian point of
view is its ability to express uncertainty and lack of knowledge mathematically.
Good examples of this are the hierarchical prior structure and the proposed occlu-
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sion model, in which the Bayesian approach makes it straightforward to perform
matching even though some aspects of the situation are unknown.
The two most prominent published approaches to object matching are Active Appearance Models (Cootes et al., 2001) and Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
(Wiskott et al., 1997). As discussed in Chapter 6, in the tests undertaken for this
thesis the results of the three systems were generally equivalent. There are certain
aspects in which AAM and EBGM are superior to the proposed system: handling
large rotations and/or view angle changes of the target objects, and computational
requirements. With its multimodal approach to feature similarity computation,
EBGM has no problems with any kind of rotations or pose changes, as long as
similar non-frontal images have been included in the training data. Also AAM
can handle these very well, with the same reservation. The computational requirements of AAM and EBGM are clearly lower than those of the proposed system, which is a natural consequence of the optimization vs. sampling dichotomy.
On the other hand, as mentioned above, it is more straightforward to extend the
proposed matching model to otherwise nonstandard matching situations, such as
occlusions or large scale changes. AAM and EBGM usually require some kind of
heuristic or an external model to deal with such conditions.
In summary, the aims of this thesis - to present a Bayesian probabilistic solution to the object matching problem and to analyze the capabilities of such a
solution - have been met. While there clearly are some unsolved issues within the
proposed system, the Bayesian approach to object matching seems a viable one
and merits further research.
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